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i. EfTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

The EAGLE weapon system is being developed to provide aircraft 
carriers with long range defensive and offensive capabilities.    The successful 
operation of this weapon system is dependent on a srdpboard weapon installation 
that can continuously stow, handle,  and check out EAG1E missiles in large 
quantities and at rapid rates,  around the clock.    Because of the large size 
and weight cf the EAGLE missile and the required delivery rates, mechanization 
of the stowage and handling facilities will be required.    Under adverse conditions 
of vibration and high shock input the handling and stowage facilities must 
protect the missiles and be capable of operating even though the  ship may be 
severely damaged. 

B. Assignment /-^^ 

Under Contract Idas 60-60^2-c this Laboratory is conducting engineering 
studies and structural and dynamic analyses in the preparation of preliminary 
design concepts for the EAGLE shipboard weapon installations.    Vitro1 s Technical 
Report No.  122,  "Preliminary Design Concepts for Stowing and Handling Air Launched 
Guided Missiles",  includes a handling and stowage system which provides for 
"overhead" mechanized handling,  and mechanized magazines equipped with 
individual missile trays for stowage.    As directed by RSW1, (BuVteps letter 
RSWI- :?U-RJM: Lmb 02U3U4), this Laboratory has investigated and analyzed the 
design of a system of shock mitigation for the "Tray Stowage System" based 
on shock conditions defined on the "damped sinusoidal velocity-time shock 
curve"  included in MVSHIPS 250-U23-29. 

C.    Scope 

The   stowage tray is the basic element of the Tray Stowage  System; 
therefore,  the initial investigations and analyses of methods of shock mitigation 
have be-^n limited primarily to the missile stowage tray.    This report includes 
a brief description of the Tray Stowage  System,  dynamic and structural 
anal  jes of the trays and the supporting  structure,  and descriptions and 
analyses cf several methods of providing shock mitigation.    Conclusions  and 
recommendations are based upon the information and data acquired fron the  overall 
study. 

This  study has been conducted utilizing the shock data presented on 
Figures 8,  9,  and 10 of MAVSHIPS 250-U23-29,  and vibratory criteria specified 
in MIL-STD-lö? (Ships).    During conferences on shock mitigation,  BuShips has 
stated that  the shock inputs, derived from the previous data,  should be 
considered as being applied at the deck  supporting the magazine.    It is  felt 
that such high innuts are unrealistic design parameters because under such 
conditions  the  distortion and structural damage  would prevent the operation 
of the complete handling and stowage  system.     Therefore,   this analysis has been 
undertaken basically to determine the  feasibility of providing protection for 
the missiles when stowed in the  trays.    Before an analysis of the magazine 
mechanisms and the overhead handling equipment can be conducted,rore specific 
information on shock inputs and ship deflections at the locations affected '■i/'J 
be required. CQMHCVNTMV» 
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II.       CONCLUSIONS 

An adequate  stowage concept requires integration into and canpatibility 
with the entire shipboard missile handling system for all modes of operation, 
including replenishment and strikedown,  delivery,   checkout, and warhead 
exchange.     It must provide adequate protection for the missiles fron vibration 
and hiph shock inputs,   such that as long as the system remains operational 
the ma "\zine is  operable.     It must be  fully autotnated to comply with the 
heavy demands anticipated for the EAGLE weapon system. 

>rliminary analyses indicate that the tray stowage  system meets these 
requirements as an element of the shipboard installation.    From the standpoint 
of capability,  reliability,   compatibility,   and simplicity,  it is felt to 
provide the  optimum configuration.     For the  stowage system,   the suspension 
of the missiles in trays incorporating  standard rubber shear mounts,   aligned 
in a fore and aft direction, is felt to afford the best protection,   and to 
require minimal pre-ins tall at ion testing.    This system is recomended for the 
EA.GLE missile shipboard magazine installation only if the high shock input 
criteria specified on the Bureau of Ships curves for surface vessels in 
NAVSHIPS 250-^23-29 are applicable to the CVA magazine areas.    Otherwise, 
more compact tray stowage arrangements as possible. 

Rubber shear mounts have been selected because they are inexpensive 
shelf items proven through years of related usage and are easily replaceable. 

Ihe resiliency of the aluminum t,rays contributes almost half of the 
total static deflection required to achieve the proper spring constant 
for mitigated suspension of the missiles.    This enables use of compact, 
econonical shock mounts.    Rubber lining in the chocks accommodates deflection 
of the chocks with respect to the missile during tray excursion. 

It should be noted that input criteria are felt to be extreme and 
possibly unrealistic.    Should such be the  case,  reduction of the inputs 
could possibly oermit use of resilient trays with no shock mounts.     This 
would provide a more econcnical and less complex configuration. 

III.     TRAY STOWAGE SYSTEM 

A.     Basic Features 

The tray stowage system provides ready service stowage for the 
entire ships allowance of EAGLE and other large air launched missiles. 
Delivery and strikedown are accomplished autanatically,  with the exception 
of aerodynamic surface installation and removal.     There is no below decks manual 
handling of the missiles when the missiles are  in the system.    The system has 
the following advantages: 

/ iL»iu. 
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1..     Aoiiity  to meet CNO armmp r^te   requirements. 

2r     Ramd and efficient delivery and  strikedown capabilities. 

3.     Positive  restraint and positioning of the missiles throughout 
the   system. 

h0    One hundred oer cent selectivity from stowage. 

^e    Protection from high shock  input and vibration throughout the 
system. 

6C    Maximum missile density m protected stowage, 

7. Automatic transfer between stowage and checkout fixture, 

8. Raoid and convenient warhead excnange, 

9. Safety for ship, personnel;  missiles,  and aircraft, 

5,    Magazine  Stowage 

With  the   tray stowage and handling  system,  the missiles are  stowed 
in four horizontal  levels of trays in the magazine,.    The  trays have rollers 
at the ends supported by rails attached to the  magazine  structure.    The ends 
of the  trays have  interconnect fittings which connect each tray to that adjacent 
and provide horizontal positioninge 

C.     System Operation 

Hoists,  at the ends of the magazine,  raise or lower missiles in trays; 
or empty trays.    The outboard hoists  include  a horizontal tray shifting mechanism. 
This arrangement permits the automatic  indexing of any missile from any position 
in the magazine to  the position from which it is automatically transferred to 
a rammer cart which delivers it via  the  lower  stage elevator to the  second deck. 
From there,  after  aerodynamic  surface  installationj   the missile is automatically 
transferred to the upper stage elevator for  delivery to the flight deck upon 
skies latched to the elevator platform,.    Strikedown is similarly accomplished 
in the reverse order.    Delivery to and  from checkout is similarly automatic. 
For operation of a magazine  tray shift cycle   see Figure 1. 

t).     Tray Configuration 

All  trays analyzed in  this report consist of a pair  of  fore  and 
aft  standard  structural  channels,  a^cached   to a doubled  skinned nottom,  with 
the necessary gussets and reinforcements for   structural  stability,,     The tray 
ends are forgings or castings,     "oth ends are  identical.    These end fittings 
nroviHe   the   tray  interconnects which  secure  any  tray to any adjacent tray 
and  act as guides and positioners for  the  trays on  the end hoists,   and pick up 

rohiPinPKiTi 
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spring loaded locators on the magazine or end hoists.     They also support 
the tray rollers which roll in the magazine rails.     See Figure  2 .    All 
trays with the exception of those utilized in a reslliem-ly supported magazine 
are of aluminum construction. 

The trays are equipped with suitable chocks at the missile hard 
spots.    These chocks contain latches which automatically engage the missile 
handling lugs and latch the missiles to the trays.     They are lined with rubber 
to accommodate deflection of the tray with respect to the missile.    The 
linkage operating the latches is actuated by th^ handling system as a missile 
is latched to or unlatched from a tray.    The /notion causing engagement of the 
rainner cart latches with the missile launch logs causes the handling lugs to 
be unlatched.     See Figure  3 .      The various configurations subsequently 
analyzed vary ir the type of shock mounts prrväded,   their locations,  and the 
methods of attachment. 

IV.       DETERMINATION OF LOADS 

A.    Shock Environment 

Th-  applicable high-impact shipboard shock environments of NAVSHIPS 
250-U23-29,  Figures 8,  9,  and 10, were used in this  study. 

The data of  Figure 8 were used in conjunction with Goodyear Aircraft 
Corporation Report GER-9367 to obtain critical input and response values of 
displacement  and acceleration.    Inputs,   (not concurrent),  from which responses 
are derived in the analyses are as follows: 

I 

Vertical 

120.0 g peak 

1.657 in.   ship 

displacement 

Athwartship 

72,0 g peak 

0.689 in.  ship 

displacement 

Fore-A ft 

38.0 g peak 

0.368 in.   ship 

displacement 

The data of  rlgure 9 indicate maximum shock inputs of the same order 
as Figure 8,  but ship whipping characteristics could cause the responding 
system to develop unduly large displacements unless the proper fundamental 
response frequency is provided.    A study by BuShips indicates that a fundamental 
natural response frequency of the loaded trays of approximately 5 cps,  vertical, 
would not be objectionable,  (study not included here), and this value,  as 
applied below, was used. 

The data of Figure 10 indicate conditions which are not critical. 

The calculations which follow assume a response damping of 10 per cent 
of critical,  which is conridered representative of  the characteristics of the 
rubber available  for mounts and seme inherent damping in the aluminum tray 
stowage structure. 
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B.    Steady-State Vibration Environment 

BuShipa data for the applicable CVA indicate propeller forcing 
frequencies of Hi.2 cps at maximum speed,  7-75 cps at normal cruising speed, 
and a   ^ssible cruising speed frequency of 9.5 cps- 

.'ilL-STD-lb? (Ships) specifies the following input amplitudes: 

Ir.put Frequency Input Half Anplitude 

1-IS cps i 0.03 in. 

l6-?5 cps i 0.02 in. 

26-33 cps 1 0.01 in. 

Vibration response damping is also assumed to be 10 per cent of 
critical. 

Per BuShips Specifications,  magnification  factor shoun i rrt exceed 
aprrnximfltpiv "> n      factor is obtained from standard curves such as . iqure 3 
o    David  ?aylcr r.alel  "asin Report R-139. 

G.    Innut Derivation 
■■ * 

Shock input characteristics per BuShips data for surface snips   "or 
second Dlatfom, CG,   OLG,   CG(M) or main deck,   DD;   consideved applicable to CVA; 

Direction 
vo " V^ 

fps 
Frequency 

cps 

Decay Decrement                     | 
ViAo 

(Ratio of peak velocities for 
consecvitive half-cycles) 

Vertical 15.0 25 1/3                              1 
Athwartship 1.5 30 1/3                              1 
Fore-Aft U.o 

1   

30 1/3                              1 

As previously noted,  it has been stated by the  Bureau of Ships 
that these forces are  to be applied locally.       However,  because these 
values represent the typical shock motion of decks  for destroyer and 
cruiser types it is  felt that they are overly conservative for use within 
the cai riers armored box. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Shock input accelerations and displacements determined per Goodyear 
Report,  GER-9367: 

For decay to l/3 amplitude in 1/2 cycle, decay decrement »2.2 » 2 IT 
tan |; (> - 0.33677 radians;  sin (J) - STT ^.,0. 330U5.    For ^ - 0.33677 radians, 
K <X  - 1.635 and Kd - l.Uli5. Ship' 

Vertical Athwartship Fore-Aft 

V0 - 15.0 fps. For V0 - 7.5 fps. For V0 ' h.O fps. 

f - 25 cps: f - 30 cps: f - 30 cps: 

M0 - 73.1U Mo = h3.9 M0 - 23.Ug 

d0 - 1.U7 in. do - O.U77 in. d0 - 0.255 in. 

Mp - K^M. 
- 1.635(73.1U) 
- 120.Og 
- peak input 

acceleration; 

Mp - K^Mg 

- 1.635(U3.9) 
' 72. Og 
■ peak input 

acceleration; 

Mp - KO<M 
- 1.635(23.U) 
- 38.Og 
■ peak input 

acceleration; 

dr - ^ do 
- 1.1^5(1^7) 
= 1.657 in. 

dr - Kd do 
- l.Ul;5(.U77) 
- 0.689 in. 

dr ■ Kd do 
-I.l4li5(.255) 
- 0.368 in. 

- ship 
displacement 

■ ship 
displacement 

- ship 
displacement 

Steady-state vibration input characteristics per BuShips data for 
CVA-63 clacs: 

Shaft RFM - 170 maxünum;  93 cruising;  5 blades 

Forcing frequency, maximum;  -   ■       ■'   _ Ik.2 
60 

cps 

Forcing frequency, cruising;  - Z2±U. - 7. 75 cps 
60 

Per MTL-167: 

Input Frequency 

5-15 cps 

16-25 cps 

26-33 cps 

Input Half Amplitude 

i 0.03 in. 

i 0.02 in. 

i 0.01 in. 

I 
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V.        METHDDS TOR PROVIDING SHOCK MITIGATION 

A.    General 

The design approach comprises investigation of three fundamental 
methods of achieving the desired stowage density in conjunction vith adequate 
shock mitigation.    These methods wei^ selected on the basis of practicability, 
econcmy, and compatibility.    They comprise the following: 

1. Shock mitigated trays - aluminum trays with steel support rails 
and aluminum columns;  each tray is provided with shock mounts at the ends. 

2. Resilient trays - aluminum trays with steel support rails and 
aluminum columns; no shock mounts provided except for thin pads at the missile 
chocks. 

3. Resiliently supported magazine - steel trays with steel support 
rails and magazine structure. 

B. Shock Mitigated Traya 

1.    General 

With shock mitigation provided by the trays with rubber mounts, the 
potential vertical density is not as great as with a resiliently supported 
magazine.    This is because clearance for vertical excursion must be provided 
sucn that there is no contact when the excursion between vertically adjacent 
units is 180 degrees out of phase.    However,  there are many advantages, including 
the following: 

a. Mitigation of shock loads on stowed missiles is essentially 
constant, regardless of the magazine loading. 

b. The design can utilize standard, off the shelf, proven 
shock mounts. 

c. Required preliminary testing is minimal. 

d. The installation weighs less than a resiliently supported 
magazine. 

e. The resiliency of the aluminum trays contributes an appreciable 
amount of excursion to the total required,  thus permitting the use of relatively 
compact rubber shock mounts. 

C. Resilient Trays 

This configuration utilizes only the resiliency of the tray for the 
mitigation of shock. Construction is economical and simple. Stowage density 
is high.    However,  inputs to the missile are excessive with shock criteria 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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employed.    Should subsequent reevaluation of applicable data result in reduced 
inputs to the magazine areas this design would be worthy of consideration. 

D. Resiliently Supported Magazine 

This arrangement suspends the whole magazine,  including end hoists, 
on a resilient sub-structure, capable of sufficient deflection, below yield 
stress, to adequately mitigate the entire assembly vhen the deck is subjected 
to specified inputs.    It pemits the raaximum possible stowage density 
because, under shock input,  the missiles and the trays in the magazine 
excurse the maximum amount in unison, thus lessening required vertical 
clearances,  one from another.    The trays are relatively stiff,  since they 
are made of steel,  ^o that tray excursion itself,  with respect to the 
magazine structure or to adjacent trays in the magazine is minimal.    See 
Figure U. 

The weight,  due to the use of steel trays,  is greater than that 
of a magazine utilizing resilient aluminum trays.    Therefore,  any conparatiTe 
evaluation should take into consideration the effect upon the ship of this 
additional weight versus the advantages of maximum stowage density.    The 
differential is not felt to be excessive, being on the order of 15,000 
pounds distributed throughout the  greater portion of the magazine area. 

E. Other Methods of Mitigation 

While many other methods of shock mitigation in addition to thos« 
evaluated in this report are feasible, previous studies by this Laboratory 
have elininated many from consideration for this type of installation.    For 
example, yielding mounts provide no protection after an initial input. 
Coulanb damping devices require resetting to be effective.    Steel springs 
in the trays becane too heavy, bulky,  and costly.    With oü or pneumatic 
springs the possibility of leakage exists.    Torsional arrangements require 
cumbersome linkages.    None of these devices, in the ranges required,  are 
available as standard comnerical items.    This would complicate the replacement 
and logistic problems should they be employed.    (For details see Vitro 
Laboratories TN-l-l62U^A,.)    Therefore,  the analyses have been confined to those 
configuraMons previously described. 

VI.       STRUCTURAL AND  DHiAMIC ANALYSES 

A.     Shock Mitigated Trays 

1.    Load Summary 

Analyses  were   performed on shock mitigated trays 8 and 9 inches 
deep,  respectively.    The results are  summarized in the following tables. 
Magnification factors shown are based on cruising or maximum ship steady-state 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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forcing frequenci-'s - whichever produce the most critical condition.    Any 
resonant conditic-.ö are at frequencies  oluev thai: cruising or maximvmi, and 
are considered to be transient.     These summaries are derived from the 
arrangement utilizing sandwich shear mounts in the fore and aft plane. 

Summary - Shock Mitigated Tray,  8" Deep 

Tray Loaded !                    Tray Bnpty                    | 

Vertical Athwartship Fore-Aft Vertical Athwartship Fore-Aft 

Steady-State 
Vibration 
Maxim-am Magni- 
fication Factor 0.5 1.5 2.75 2.U 1.0 2.5 

Shock Maximian 
g at Chocks h.2 _ 2.1        1 — _ "        1 

Maximum Stress 
on 'I'ray,  psi 33,000 

Not 
Critical 

Not 
Critical 

Not 
Critical 

Not 
Critical 

Not      | 
Critical 

Summary - Shock Mitigated Tray.  9" Deep 

Tray Loaded i                    Tray Qnpty                   \ 

Vertical Athwartship Fore-Aft, Vertical Athwartship Fore-Aft 

Steady-State 
i Vibration 

Maximum Magni- 
i fication Factor 0.7 1.5 2.75 2.8 1.0 2.8      1 

Shock Maximum 
g at Chocks U.8 . 2.1 

Maximum Stress 
on Tray, psi 25,000 

Not 
Critical 

Not 
Critical 

Not 
Critical 

Not 
Critical 

Not 
Critical| 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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2.   General Analysis 

a. Trav  "ronertie 

(1)   AlutainiM Tray 

*  19.5 — 

8" Deep 

T 
8.0 

(D 

® 
® 

® 

® 

i.U-J 

=^ ßl 

0,25 
- ,061 

5.U2 

® 
I 081 

2.66 

NA 

DATUM 

Mcment of Inertia - Vertical: 

Side beams 8» x U.38#. 
Top flange cut to 1.0" vidth. 

Item Area      x Arm        " Moment 

®(D .75(2)             1.5 *h$ .68 

@® 2.0(2)                  U.O U,08 16.32 

©© .33(2)                   .66 7.86 5.2U 

6.16 3,. 6 22,2li 

© 19.5(.08i)          1.57 „GU .06 

® 19.0(.08l)          1.53 lo52 2.32 

9.26 2.66 2U.62 

®© Ad2 - 1.5(2.21 V: 7.36 

@® Ad2 - U.0(1.U2)2 8.08 

®® Ad2 - .66(5.2)2 17.80 

® Ad2 - 1.57(2.62)2 
10.70 

® Ad2 » i.53(l.lli)2 2.00 

®® lo   - 2(.25,)(8V3/i2 21.33 

Total I Vertical 6?.27 in.1* 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Moment of Inertia - Lateral:   ^ 

@0 lo -.081   (l9.53/l2+193A2 

®-©incl.     Ad2 - 6.16 (V.19)2 

Total I  '.lorizontal 

(2)   Aluminum Tray 9" Deep 

97.0 

gl9.0 

616.0 in.1 

19.5 

9.0 

l.U—J 

© 

® ® 
© 

—     0.23 

.081 

L-^    I   ^ r^ 
_J7 
Hi 

m u. 

1 
6.0k 

3.0U 

NA 

DATUM 

08l 

Side beams 9" x U.7U#. 
Top flange cut to 1.0" width. 

Moment of Inertia - Vertical: 

Item 

®® 
@® 
®® 

.9W(2) 

2.07(2) 

.5(2) 

® 
® 

®® 
®® 
®® 
© 

19.5 (-081) 

19.0(.08l) 

Area 

1.89 

U.lU 

1.00 

7.03 

1.57 

1.53 

10.13 

Ad2 - 1.89(2.53)2 

Ad2 - U.lii(1.5U)2 

Ad2 - 1.0(5.39)2 

Ad2 - 1.57(3.0)2 

x      Arm 

0.51 

U.58 

8.U3_ 

U.oU 

.oU 

1.52 

3.0U 

12. lU 

9.80 

29.00 

Hi.13 

Moment 

.96 

19.00 

8.U3 

28.39 

.06 

2.32 

30.77 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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® 
27.9k 

96.55 in.U 

Contingency 

Total Weight 

Ad2 -1.53(1.52)2 

10- 2(,23)(9)3A2 

Total T Vertical • 

Moment of Inertia - Laterals 

Q© TO - .08l(19l3A2 + I93A2)       97.0 

(l)4>cl. Ad? - 7.03(9.15)2 

Total I HoriN»ft,ntal 

'3 ,     Weight Estinate 

Crossbeajn 3" x l.U6# 
(11) Required; 19" long-2.3# each 

Main Side Beams 
(2) Räquiredj 192w leng each 

Skins . 
(2) Required; 192" long each 

Rollers 
(14) Required 

Gussets - except at Chocks 
(18) Required 

Gussets at Chocks 
(U) Required 

Bulkheads at Chocks 
(2) Required 

End Castings 
(2) Required 

Shafts 
(1;) Required 

Latching Mechanism 
(1) Required 

58a.o 

685.0 in.1* 

118# 

60# 

8# 

12# 

yf 

10# 

U2# 

11# 

20# 

10# 

.     320# 

9" Deep Tray 

25# 

135# 

60^ 

8# 

13# 

U# 

11# 

hh# 

10# 

3U1# 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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(U)    Weight Distribution on Tray 

Each End 

End Castings 

Shafts 

Rollers 

Crossbeams 

Gussets 

Skins   (60-^6)   (.5) 
192     / i6 

Main Side Beams 

^18-«)    (^) 

(135.l3Mi>)   (.5) 
\ 192      / 192 

Contingency 

21.0# 22.o# 

$.w 5.5# 

U.o# U.o# 

2.3# 2.3# 

0.5# o.5# 

1.0# 1.0# 

2.0# 

2.5# 

Total 

_0.i# JiJl 
37.0# Per End      38.0# Per End 

I 
i 

L iV+V 

Distributed Alonß Tray Span 

Crossbeams (2.3)  (9) 

Gussets 

Skins 

Main Side Beams 

Contingency 

Bulkheads at Chocks 

Latching Mechanism 

u ~~~r ------ 

20.5# 20.5# 

i5.o# 16.0# 

58.0# 58.0# 

iiU.o# 130.0# 

9.0# 9.0# 

10.0# 11. o# 

20.0# 20.0# 

Total        -    2U6.0# 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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b.    Tray Analyses 

Vertical Direction - Tray Loaded: 

8" Deep Tray 
9"  Deep Tray 

Pi 

16" 

38# 

D4 

1360# 
-■© — 

57-    j    U2" 

26y( 

26" 

P2 

38# 

95" 

 =0 

191" 

Weight of miss lie - 13U4 lbs.  plus 16 lbs.   contingency = 1360 lbs. 

16 
P1 - 1360 x || - 8U2 lbs.; P2 - 1360 x ^ » 518 lbs. 

Tray Deflections - 8"  cr 9" Deep Trays-: 

x = 99 

 i, 
 . ^ 

x - 99 

Pi 

57"      j        U2" 
i~" 

99" 

— 191" 

u 
—1911" 

"1i 

Deflection at x - 99 due to ?! 

(^x)     r2Lb-b2~(L-x)? 
6SIL 

Pia 

where a « 57 E    - 10.3x10' 
b - 137        Pi " 8U2 
x - 99 L    - 19U 

Deflection at x - 99 due to P2 

^ P2a  (L-x)    [2Lb-b2-(L-x)2. 

6EIL 

vrtiere a = 99 E    - 10.3X106 

b - 95 P2 " 518 
x - 99 L   - 19U 

9.65 
I 

7.65 
I 

Total deflection at P2 
17.3 
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x- 57 

er 711 7" 

19h* 

x - 57 

57' U2« 

P2 

19li" 

Deflection at x - 57 due to P^^ 

I^tar    |lLCL'-x)-b2-(L-^)C 
6ErL 

wher»   b - 137       E - 10.3X106 

?!- 8U2 

8^ 

x - 57 
L - 19U 

Total deflection at Pi  - Üb! 
I 

Deflection at x ■ 57 dne to P2 

u P?lac  |ä(L-x)-b2-(l^x)r| 
6EIL 

*ere   b - 95 B - lO.^rlO6 

x - 57 Po- 518 
L -19U 

. 5.95 

I 
I 
I 
I 

x - 99 

  WU« 

Deflection at x - 99 due to 
distriboted load. 

WJC(L3-2IJC2*X3) 
r—WI  

where   x - 99 
L - 19k 

.0092W   at P2 
 1" 

E - 10. 3X106 

X-.57 

19^■ 

Deflection at x ' 57 due to 
distributed load. 

m Wx(L3-2Ix2-tx3) 

nhere   x - 57 
L - 191» 

.007UW   at P-, —r-     1 

E - 10.3xlOc 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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B"' Deep Tray 

Deflection at P. 1 

17.3     17.3 

- .258 in. 

,0092 W 

Deflection at P^ 

1U.5      1U.5 
I    '    67 

- .216 in. 

.007h w 

9" Deep Tray 

Deflection at ?2 Deflection at P^ 

17.3 17.3 
97 

.1785 in. 

;)092 W 

11;. 5 
I 

1U.5 
97 

= ,1U95 in. 

.007U W 

.0092(2U6) 
67 

,0338 in. 

■.OG7l(2l;6) 

,291^ in. 

Mean -  .2675 in 

0272 in. 
?U32 in. 

Sprin; constant K ■ 

K -  -V^l8+^6 

.2675 

= 6000 lbs.  per in. 
for tray. 

P1+P2+W 

.2675 

.009: (261;) 
97 

■ .025 in. 
.2035 in. 

.007U(26U) 
97 

.0202 in. 

.1697 in. 

Mean ■ .1866 in. 

B 8U2-*-5l8'*-26U 

.1866 

8700 lbs.  per in. 
for tray. 

' r 
< 

v^r^ 

Mi 

^3 

M2 

Ko 

8U2^5l8-t-2U6 

386. U 

6ono - tray 

= h.15 

37(21 ,191 
386. U 

66UO (vibration) 

or   7550 (shock) - mounts 

. 8U2.518^26U . u<2 
1 336.14 

K3 = 8700 - tray 

M2 •= Al . .197 
1 386.1 

K2 ■ 66li0 (vibration) 

\\<.\v or 7550 (shock) - mounts 

U        2 /  K3      K2^K3\   +  K2K3 . 0 

UVTT- 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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I 

Steadjy~Stata Vibrationt 

8" Deep Tray 

<> a-..W6000 * 66U0^60QO\ 

9m Deep Tray 

. .     ui2 fö^OO ♦ 6611046700 ' 
-^     ^   \0" .197 

♦ 66U0(6000)      A )UO(8700) ♦ 66UO(8700) 
"IT. 

Solring, 

W • 27.U;   fn - U.U cpe 

W- 258.0; fn - hl.O cps 

Solving, 

- 29.6j    fn • U. 7 cps 

0) - 282.0| fti - U5.0 cps 

Check cm fn at mounts (tray ends only): 

fn • 6.2 cps for 8 in. or 9 in. trays (reference 

athwartship calculations). 

Shock: 

8'* Deep Tray 

(jjl.U^ /'öOOO + 7^50^000 \ 
^O^ .191       ) 

* 7|$o(6ooo; 550(6000) 
.S(.i9ii ' 

to - 28.2;    fn - U.5 cps 

O - 267.0; fn - U2.0 cps 

9" Deep Tray 

ü^-a>2 /STOP ♦ 755q^870o\ 
\pr    .197  I 

* 7550(8700) _ 0 

CJ - 30.8;    fn - U. 9 cps 

U - 289.0; fn - U6.0 cps 

Reference Gocx^year Report GER-9367: 

For ^1 - .33, Ö-- .10, 

A . .035 

Z - 1.13 

g on missile - 120(.O35) - U.2 
displacement at midpoint of tray ■ 
1.657(1.13) • *1.87 in.  (approx. 
0.9 in. each for tray and aiounts) 

X 

For p 

Ü-.S.l 
U.9 

- .33, «■- .10, 

A -  .0U0 

Z - 1.127 

g on missile - 120(.(ii) • h-8 
displacenent at midpoint of tray • 
1.657(1.127) - n.86 in.  (approx. 
0.9 in. each for tray and mounts) 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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8" Deep Tray 
9" Deep Tray 

Stress: 

HaxiauB stress woild be 
result of mitigation from mounts cmly. 

«.-^VT-Wee^ ■^M 197 

m 6.6 cps 
6.6 cps 

Reference Goodyear Report GER-9367: 

X - 2S_ - 3.8 
6.6 

For t " -33, *"   ^f k " '073 

Maxi«, g on tray (loaded) - 120(.073) - 8.75 

8U2#        518# 

970# 

57" li2"    j 95" 

ÄL 

19Un 

636# 980# 
;6UU# 

M maxim« is at x - 99, 

and - 5U,800 in. lbs.  at l.Og 

M 8. 75g - U80,000 in. Ibe. 

fb 
tiBOtOOO(5.U2). 

67 ■f 
- 38,600 psi appUed. 

If 1.33 dynanic conversion factor 
is applicable (Reference NAVSHIPS 
250-6^0-30), ^..38^.29,000^ 

applied compared to U6,000 psi allowable 
in yield for 202I4-TU aluminv». 

M maximtm» is at x = 99, 

and - 5U,900 in.  lbs. at 1.0g 

M 8.75g - U80,000 in. lbs. 

n, . ^ . U8otooo(6:oUi 
I 97 

- 30,000 psi applied. 

fb"^0vs"22»500 psi app:Lle<i 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Vertical Directlcn - Tray anpty; 

8" Deep Tray 9» Deep Tray 

Deflection at mid-span 

- BL - ^2U6)(19U)3 .   03U in - ^26U)(l9U)i 025 in. 
38UEI     38U(10.3acl0ö) (67)     ' 38U(l0.3xl06)(97) 

K   » Jh§. m 72^0 K   - J^k - 10,600 
.03U .025 

M,  - JhL . .637 ^ ' ~V - -683 1     386. U ■L     386. U 

y   m 7250 K3 - 10,600 

M2 - MIL - .191 M2. Mil-.197 
386.U 386.U 

K2 - 57UO (vibration or shock when Kj - 57UO (vibration or shock when 
empty) empty) 

\MI    MI y   M1M2 

k       2 / 7250 + 57U0+725O \ „.h   u2 f10-600 - ^^10,600 \ 
I              W   -W    1^37         .191       j ^   .683              .197      J 

i 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

, 57U0(725C) _ o + 57Uo(io,6oo) _ o 
.637(.191) .683(.197) 

oj - 67.7;         fn - 10.8 cps w - 69-5;         fn - 11.1 cps 

UJ - 273.0;       fn - U3.0 cps M  - 306;           fn - U9.0 cps 

Stress: 

Maximum stress due to mitigation of mounts only. 

Reference athwartship - tray empty - calculations fn   for either 8" 
or 9" deep tray ■ 13 cps. 

A-25.1.9 
13 

A - .26 

g tray - 120(.26) - 31.0 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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8" Deep Tray 

M 3i.og - SiiM - MiEliiÜii 
8 8 

- 180,000 in. lb. 

fb . HZ .1^000(5.U2)  . n 2oo psi 
T 67(1.33) 

Stress not critical. 

9B Deep Tray 

26U(l9b)(3l) 
8 

198,000 in.  lb. 

300(6. fb -193.000(6.0U) 
"   "^33) 

-200   psl 

Athwartship Direction - Tray Loaded; 

Torsion in tray due to missile attachments (adjacent end castings of 
trays assumed clamped). 

Vertical CO.  estimate exclusive of tray aids: 

8" Deep Tray 

Item Weight lbs. x     Ann in.   . Mcraant in.  lbs. 

Main Side Beams lUi.O 3.60 lilO.O 

Crossbeams 20.5 .52 10.6 

Gussets 15.0 3.75 56.2 

Skins 58.0 .78 U5.2 

Chocks 10.0 U.00 Uo.o 

Latching Mechanism 20.0 8.50 170.0 

Contingency-Tray 9.0 2.70 

Above datum 
(tray bottom) 

2li.3 
750 

Missile and Contingency 1360.0 
I60O Lbs. 

10. 3 
9-2 in. 

Above datum 
(tray bottom) 

1!;,050.0 
1U,906,0 in. lbs 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Toroional Stiffness, J: 

19.5- 

■25   ^ 

8" Deep Tray 

t   . 
, 08l 

ZT 
,081 

a 

b 

.25 

.081 

19.5 

1.562 

J . 2tt1(a-t)2(b-t1)2 + 2(il7) + 0>2^ . 7,23 
at*bti-t2-ti2 

9'1 Deep Tray 

.23 

J of individual 
side beans ■ 0.17 
each.    Add 0.25 
for effect of 
crossbeams and 
gussets. 

J of individual 
side beams ■ 0.20 
each.    Add 0.25 
for effect of 
crossbeams and 
gussets, 

b   -1.562 

J- 2tti(a-t)2(Uti)2    + 2(,2) +0.25 - 7.33 
at+bti-tZ-t]! 

Mass moment of inertia and radius of gyration about combined C. G, 

I 

8" Deep Tray 

Item M-W/386.U r in. Mr2 lo Ia-Io+Mr2   1 

Main Side 
j    Beam 

.295 
/      2        2 

V9.2 +5.6 
- 10.75 

3U.2 
.295/2        2\ 
12  \ö +2.3   / 
- 1.7 

35.9 

Crossbeams .053 8.7 U.03 .053/   2        2\ 
12  ^19 +1711/ 
- 1.59          / 

5.6 

Gussets .039 
/     2 ~,2 

VBA *tt 
'    - 10.0 

3.9 Negligible 3.9 

Skins .150 B.k 10.58 •§ (19.25)2 

- U.65 
15.2 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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1            Item M-W/386.U r in. Mr2 lo Im-Io^Mr2 

Chocks .026 8.2^ 1.77 
026 12   2\ 

TT \19 +5  ) 
-.8U 

2«6 

1 Latching Mechanlam .0$2 0.7 .025 .052(6)2 -1.87 1.9 

i Contingency-Tray .023 10.0 2.3 Negligible 2.3       | 

Totals .638 67. U       | 

Weight missile and missile contingency 
■136olbs.  Effective missile radius 
for lo missile ■ 6.65." 

fn (rocking at B); 

M r Mr2 lo Im 

Tray Total x 155 .25U 26.8 
i                     26 
Missile x 7J5 2.180 1.13 2.79 .5(2.18)(6.65)2 - U8.2 51» 0 

Totals 2.U3 
  

77.8 

/TJJ. 

radius of gyration ■1/— 
" m 

natural frequency, fn 

77.8 
?n3 - 5.65 in. 

ki GJ 
2n   V L IM 

.159 V3-^(7.23) , ^ 
53(77.8) cps 
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torque, T - $L£   - 77-8(386.1i) . $3h0 ^ lbs 
5.65 5.65 

fn (rocking) at D: 

M r Mr2 lo ÜB           | 

Tray Total x H* 
18^ 

.38h U0.55 

Missile x !§ 
i                    Il2 

1.3U0 1.13 1.71 .5(1.3U)(6.65)2 - 29.6 31.30 

!     Totals 1.721! 71.85 

radius of gyration 6.h5 in. 

natural frequency,  fn - .159, / 3« 85xl06(7.23) . 10 L 

V       91(71.85) 

torque,  T - ^^.U) - U300 in.  lb. 

cpa 

Attnirartship Direction ~ Tray Loaded: 

8" Deep Tray 

Combined frequencies:    torsion in tray, and athwart ship translaticnal 
effects in mounts. 

Point B Point D 

M-L - 2.U3 

K3 - UTl2fn2M - 1^2(13.1)2(2^3) 

- 16U50 

37 .0955 2       386. li 

K2 ' ~^ " 3320 (vibration) 
2 

7550 
2 

3775 (shock) 

Ml " 1.72U 

K3- 
1^2(10^)2(1.72U) 

■ 7350 

Mj- .0955 

h- 3320 (vibration) 

or 3775 (shock) 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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(Aoo2 

MT M2     , 

Vibration: 

60Lt-a)2fl6tU$0 + 3320^16,^0 
2.U3 .0955 

+ 3320(16^50) . 0 

2.U3(.0955) 

fn - JL - 5.3 cps 
2n 

Solving, 

<*i - 33-3; 

CO - UoO.O; fn - 73.0 cps 

Check on fn at mounts  (tray ends only): 

deflection - ^6.37^37^1360 . ^ in# 

66U0 

Shock: 

CXJ
U
- co2 f^USO + 3775^l6tU50 

\ 2.U3 .0955   , 

, 3775(16,U50) _ 0 

2.U3(.0955) 

Solving, 

CJ- 35; 

CO- U66; 

fn - 5.55 cps 

fn - 7U.0 cps 

K2K: 

M^M2 

OAGO
2 7350 + 3320+7350 \ 

1.72U        .0955    J 

t 3320(7350)     _ 0 

1.72U(.0955) 

CO - 36.0; fn - 5.7 cps 

(jd - 338.0;        fn - 5U.0 cps 

fn -   ~~ - 6.2 cps 
-V^53 

UJ 
U- W2 ^7350   + 3775+7350 \ 

\i.l2k       .0955    I 

.3775(7350)      _ 0 

fn - 5.98 cps 

fn - 55.0 cps 

^ - 37.5; 

CO - 3U5; 

Reference Goodyear Report: 

A~ 22 5.2 
(5.98+5.55)(.5) 

For ()) - .33, 6- - .10, A - .0U,  Z - 1.127 

g on missile - .0U(72) - 2.9 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Total displacement of missile - 1.12?(.689) - t .111 in. 

(traya are interlocked and move together at ends) 

Tray displacement ^ 0-2 in. 

Mounts displacement - 0.6 in. 

Stress on Tmy, 

Maximum stress would be result of mitigation from mounts only, 

fn 75^0 
211   V M \ /   2U6+37+37+1360 

-6.6 cps 

386. U 

6.6 
For ^) - o33, -0- - .10, A - .0$6 

g tray - .006 (72) - U.O maximum 

Maximum stress (torsion) ■ 
2t1(a~t)(b-ti) 

$3U0(U) U600 psl 
2(.081)(19.5-. 25)(1.562-.081) 

Maximum stress (bending),   (M 1. Og bending - 55,250 (ref.)   ) 

fb . Mz ,^250(M(19.5)(.5) . 35oo psi 
I 616 

Combined stress - h600 (.707) + 3500 - 6700 psl 

Stress athvartship not critical. 

Alternate Check on Athwartship Direction - Tray Loaded; 

8tt Deep Tray 

,  18.38   J 

2.66 

T 
PL 

6.j;u    ! i 
9.2 

in 

33U#      237# 
B D 

1;2" f        91" 

186'». 

PR 
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Load at B (per side beam) 

■2U6lTOxÄ*1360x|xt*V«lb- 
Load at D (per side beam) 

- 2U6 x Hi i 6.Sh    + 1360 x 16 x 6.$U 
186     18.38 h2     18.38 

- 237 lb. 

Deflection at x - 95^ 

Deflection due to B 

. Ba(L-x) [iLb~b2~(L-x)C] 
6EIL 

- 33U(53)(91) [2(186)(133)-(133)2-(91)C] 

Deflection due to D 

- Da(L-x)  [2Lb-b2-(L-i)2] 
6mr 

6(10.3xlo6)(67)(.5)(l86) 

.098 in 

- 237(9$)(91) r2(l86)(91)-(91)2-.(91)2Il 
6(l0.3xl06)(67)(.5)(l86) 

- .092 in. 

Total deflection at D - .098 ♦ .092 - 0.19 in. 
3.13 

fn at D -£J3^ - 7.2 cps 

Deflection at x - 53: 

Deflection due to B 

. Bbx [iL(L..x)>b2-(L-x)2] 
6EIL 

, 33U(133)($3) [2(186)(133)-(133)2-(133)2I1 
6(10.3xlo6)(67)(.5)(l86)   ' 

• .086 in. 

Deflection due to D 

- Dfac      [2L(L-x)-b2-.(L-x)2"1 
6EIL 

. 237(91)(g3) r2(l86)(133)-(9l)2-(l33)2] 
6 (I0.3xl06)(67)(.5)(l86) 

- .070 in. 

Total deflection at B - .086 ♦ .0^0 - .1^6 in. 
3.13 

fn at B - p==;   «7.9 cps 
^1*6 

Conbined frequencies:    couple on 
effects in mounts. 

tray, and athwartship translational 
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Point B 

M1 - 2.U3 

Ko - lin2(7.9)2(2.U3) - 6000 

M, .0955 

K2 - 3320 (vibration) 

W^T or 3775 (shock) 

I 

w^w 

Point D 

Mx - 1.721; 

K3 - UTT2(7.2)2(1.72U) 

M2 - .0955 

K2 - 3320 (vibration) 

or 3775 (shock) 

3520 

Vibration: 

0) k co2   f6o00 + 3320-^000\i 3320(6000) 
V2.U3        .0955 J   2.U3(.0955) 

Solving, 

Oj - 29.5;      fn - U.7 cps 

u) « 315.0;    tn - 50.0 cps 

Shock: 

0    ^,^2/ 3520_,3320>3520\ 3320(31201. . 0 

^    w Vl.72U      .0955   /l.72h(.0955) 

(*)- 31.2;      fn - 5.0 cps 

U)» 270.0;    fn - U3.0 cps 

,      2 (6000 + 377^6ogoV 3^CWl_ m .        .k ^(g™- + 3775^352oV 3775(3520)    . 0 

"h-*   fe + —^TlZir^ " 0     ^ "^  Vl.72U        .0955 /l.72U(.0955) 

Solving, 

u) - 30.6;      fn - U.9 cps 0 - 33.3}     fn -5.3 cps 

0J - 322.0}    fn - 51.0 cps k) - 280.0;    fn - U5.0 cps 

Reference Goodyear Report: 

X^ 30 5.9 
(5.3+U.9)(.5) 

For ty -.33, -e-- .10, A - .0307, Z - 1.139 

g on mir.sile - .0307 (72) - 2.2 

Total displacement of missile • 1.139 (.689) - ^0.783 in. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Stress on Tray (Bending): 

Frcm analysis above, maximum stress would be result of mitigation 
from mounts only, with g ■ U. 0. 

33U# 237/? 

53" U2" 91' 

186" A 
355# 216# 

M maximum is at x • 95» and - 19,700 in.  lb.  at l.Og. 

Vertical component fb - ^ .1. 700(U)(5.U2) . 12,750 psi 
I        67(.5) 

Side component fb - Mj[ - 3500 psi (reference calculations above) 

Combined stress • 12,750+3500 - 16,200 psi. 

Stress athwartship not critical. 

Athwartship Direction - Tray Loaded; 

Analysis similar to t" deep tray above. 

9" Deep Tray 

Item 

Main Side Beams 

Crossbeams 

Gussets 

Skins 

Chocks 

Latching Mechanian 

C ont ingency-Tray 

Weight lbs. x       Am in.    ■ Moment  in.  lbs. 

130.0 U.0U 525.0 

20.5 .52 10.6 

16.0 U.18 67.0 

58.0 .78 U5.2 

11.0 k.l U5.0 

20.0 8.5 170.0 

9.0 
26CT"lbs. 

3.0 
3.1 in. 

Above datun 
(tray bottom) 

27.0 
890.0 in.   lbs 
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Item Weight         x Arm           • Moment 

Missile and Contingency 1360.0 
162Uc0 lbs. 

10.33 
9.T~in. 

Above datum 
{tray bottom) 

1U050.0 
lli9U0."5~in.  lbs. 

9rt Deep Tray 

J           Item M-W/386.U r in. Mr2 lo 
IB-IO   | 
*«r2      i 

Main Side 
Beams 

.337 
-10.5 

37.U 
.337/o       ?\ 

- 2.U3 
39.8     | 

Cros sbeams .053 8.7 U.03 .053/   9      ^\ 

- 1.59 

5.6 

Gusseta .oia 9.6 3.8 Negl. 3.8     1 

Skins .150 8.1; 10.58 ^            2 
12 (i9.25r 

- 1;.65 

15.2 

Chocks .028 8.2 1.9 ,028/    0    o\    n 
12 [vf*f)"9 2.8      1 

Latching 
Mechanism 

.052 0.7 .025 .052(6)2-1.87 1.9 

Contingency- 
Tray 

.023 10.0 2.3 Negligible 2.3     1 

Totals .6814 71.U   ! 

fh (rocking) at B: 

n r Mr2 To LB      1 

Tmy Total xl^ .272 28.U 

Missile x f§ 
1                      ^ 

2.180 1.13 2.79 ,5(2.l8)(6.65)2-li8.2 51.0 

Totals 2.U52 79. U   j 
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radius of gyration -#^-^68Ja- 

natural frequency, fn - .ii>y y      53(79.U) 

_ m 79.U(386.U1   . ^oo in. lb. 
torque, T     -^ 

fn (rocking) at D: 

TL2 

I ^ Total_x iss .. 
Missile x ii 
  U2  

.ma 

1.3U0 

Mr^ lo Im 

1.13 

Totals 1.752 

1.71 
.5(l.3U)(6.65)2-29.6 

U3.0 

31.3 

7U.3 

6.5 in. /TUT 
radius of gyration - -y 1>7^2  

natural frequency, fn - .1^ -y       9i(7U.3) 

frti.mM    T - 7li.3(386.U)    . UU20 in. lb. torque,  i 

C.^ ^enci«:    torsion in ^, ^ ^"^^ ^^ 
effects in mount«. 

Point B 

M-L - 2.U52 

K3 - un2(i3)2(2.U52) - 16300 

K2. 317- ^ 

Point D 

Ml - 1.752 

K3 - Un2(10.3)2(1.752) - 73UO 

M2 - .0985 
M2 "38611 " 

„«. /ahnrVN Ko - 3320 (vibration) or 3775 (shock) 
1^ - 3320 (vibration) or 3775 (shock) >^      ^ 

Vibration 

h    ,2/16300^3320^00^ 
w -^ [r^2   098^   I 

Vibration 

^1.752 
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GJ-33.1;     fn - 5.3 cps ^-35.5;     fn - 5.65 cps 

to- U50.0;   fn - 72.0 cps 0) - 331*.Oj    ffi - 53-0 cps 

Check on fn at mounts (tray ends only); 

deflection - 261^8^^60 . ^e ^ 
66U0 

fn - 1^1 - 6.2 cps 

Shock: 

rrmrns)m0 

Ik       ?/16300. 3775-H6300 \ , ,U    .? / 73UO. 3775*73UO \ 

I 
I 

W - 3U.9j     fn - 5.55 cps (^ - 37.3i     fn - 5^93 cps 

U)- U57.0j   fn - 73.0 cps u)- 3U0.0;   fn - 5U.0 cps 

Reference Goodyear Report: 

X-T 30 5#23 
(5.55*5.93)(.5) 

For f> - .33,  0 - ,10, A - .0U1,  Z - 1.126 

g on missile - (.0Ul)(72)  - 2.95 

Total displacentnt of missile - (1.126)(0689) - i.775 in. 

(conditions very nearly the same as for 8" deep tray) 

| Stress on Tray; 

Maxiaum stress based on mitigation from mounts only. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

/       7550 
fn - .159\/ 261^38+3W6fl        - 6.6 cps v—mi 
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For (^ - .33, «•- .10, k - 0.$6 

g tray • .056 (72) • U.0 raaxlauai 

Maxlavm stress (torsion) • ^P0^]     ? TT—?? STT " ^700 Psl 

2(.08l)(l9.$-.23)(l.562-.08l) 

Maxiwi» stress (bending),  (M l.Og -55,950 (ref.) ) 

.^950(^(19.5)(^?    .32oopSi 
685 

Ccmbined stress ^ 1I700(.707)+3200 - 6500 psi 

Stress athwartship not critical. 

Alternate Check on Athvartship Direction - Tray Loaded; 

9n Deep Tray 

h 18.3 

6.16 
_i  

3. Oil 

T 
9.2 

tPR 

319# 228# 
B D 

53"    j      U2"    I 91 

186* 

Load at B (per side bean) 

. 26li x TU. x ^16 + ^^ x 26 x 6a6 „ ^9 lb, 
W    TO U2     TO 

Load at D (per side beam) 

- 26U x 112 x ^16 + 1360 x 16 x 6^16 . 228 lb. 
155   TO H?    TO 
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Deflection at x - 95 = 

Deflection due to B 
(Ref.  8" Tray) 

. .098 x 319 x Ü - . 06$ in. 
3311     97 

Deflection due to D 
(Ref, 8" Tray) 

- .092 x 228 x 67 . .061 in. 
237    97 

Total deflection at D • .065 ♦ c06l • 0,126 in. 

fnat D - ~L - «8 cps 

Deflection at x ■ $3: 

Deflection due to B 

- .086 x ^x^ - .057 in. 

Deflection due to D 

. 3070x|^x§ - .OI46 in, 
237     97 

Total deflection at B • .0$7 + .0146 - O0IO3 in» 

fn at B - .r-—   -9.8 cpa 
-^/oTLoi 

Combined frequencieas    couple on tray, and athwartship translational 
effects in mwints. 

Point B Point D 

Mi - 2.162 »i - 1.752 

K3 - 1^2(9.8)2(2.U52) - 9300 K3 - lfn2(8.8)2(1.752) - 5U00 

M2 - .0965 M2 - .0985 

K2 " 3320 (vibration) or 3775 (shock) K2 • 3320 (vibration) or 3775 (shock) 

Vibration: 

60^ M2/9300     ^332049300\ 

. 3320(9300)   . n 

(J • 31.2j     fn - 5.0 cps 

6J • 362.0;    fh - 57.0 cpa 

..h^,.2f^U00   .332O45UO0\ 
^  ^ I,r7^+-T59ffr"j 

3320(5UOO)     m n 

U - 33.3j     fn - 5.3 cps 

Co» 300.Oj    fn • U8.0 cps 

1 
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Shock; 

^ ^271152     .0985      J V 1.752        .0985    / 

. 3775(9300)      _ n +3775(2iOO)       .0 

(x)-32.7}     fn-5.2098 U-35.2j      fn - 5.6 cpa 

ui- 370.0;   fn-59.0cp8 ^-308.0j    fti - U9.0 cps 

Reference Goodyear Report: 

X ^ 30 . t e 
A     (5.6*5.2^.5)    5-' 

For ^ - .33, -ö-- .10, A - .036, Z - 1.126 

g on missile - .036 (72) - 2.6 

Total displacement of missile - 1.126(.689) - * 0.775 in. 

Stress on Tray (bending); 

From analysis above, maximum stress is from mitigation of mounts only, 
with g - 1*.0. 

319# 228# 

53»      ' .   U2" .LiL 

3uo# r n207# 

M maxlmT» is at x - 95, and ■ 18,800 in. lb. at l.Og. 

Vertical component       fb - ^ -18.800(10 (6. Otj) m 9^Q pal 

Side component fb ■ ^Z « 3200 (reference calculations above) 

Combined stress - 9350+3200 - 12,500 psi. 

Stress athwartahip not critical. 
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I 
I 
I 
I 

Athvartship Djxectlop ^ Tray Bnpty; 

S" Deep Tray 

Deflection at mid-span 

^L3 

9" Deep Tray 

38UEI 

. |(2U6)a86) 0.OO32U in. 
33U(10.3xl06)(6l6) 

K = 2.^..- = 76,000 
o00i2\x 

"i" T*ni" •637 

K3 - 7(1,000 

M2 - I
7!!! - ,191 

i86.U 

K? *  J7U0 vibration or shock when empty 

5(26U)C186) 
38Uao.3xlo6)(685) 

0.00313 in. 

K - 

»1 

K3 

M2 

26U 
o00Jx3 

- 26k,_. . 

386. U 

- 8li,000 

8U,000 

.683 

.197 
386, U 

K2 ■ 57U0 vibration or shock when empty 

W-   ^J' ^ 76000+i7U0+76000\ 

\. 637 .191 

^U0(76000j . 0 

.si ..o/8Uooo^7Uo-^8Uooo 
^^^^TSHJ  "397  

+ g7U0(8UQ00) . 0 

.683(.197) 

10 - 79.0;      fn - 12.6 cps 

C*) ■ 755.0;    fti « 120.0 cps 

tu- 8I.55      fn " 13'0 CPS 

Oi- 735.0;    fn • 117.0 cps 

Stress-; 

Maximum stress due to mitigation of maints only. 

8" Deep Tray 9" Deep Tray 

fn 1 m 
.159 

57UO 

386. ü 
13.2 cps 

57UO 
»159-./WWI 

12.9 cps 
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Far either 8" or 9" tray, 

fn ^ 13 cps 

A- 30. 2.3 
13 

A - 0.17 

g tray -72 (.17) -12-0 

M 16. Og 

8" Deep Tray 

. WL(121 

8 

„ 2k6(l86)(12) .. 68^00 in. lb. 

8 

fb 
V& m   68,500119^1^ fb 

mmj£ . 73,^00 in. lb. 
8 

73^Q0(19.5)(.$) 

I 616(1.33) 

- negligible psi 

p^g^Aft  DirectioD > Tray Loaded; 

Assume tray rollers held fore-aft direction 

K mounts  fore-aft - UU30 

K tray fore-aft - very high 

fn tray loaded fore-aft " 2Tf V g 

685(1.33) 

negligible psi 

fn - .159  ^/-— 
hh30 

U.15+.1915 

9" Deep Tray 

5.0 cps 
leo      I    ^ii30   -      - 5.0 cps fn " '^ A/1^2^1965 

Reference Goodyear Report: 

A- 32.6.0 

For ♦-.33,^-.10, A- .0285, Z -1.139 
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g tray and missile - 38 (.028$) - l.lg 

aount (üsplacenent - .368 (1.139) - * 0.U2 in. 

A study *ovs that snubbers in fore-aft direction would be of little 
or no help.    They would increase frequency, and if effective in reducing the 
0.U2 in» value of displacement, an fn sufficiently above II4 ops would be 
required.    This would increase g to order of 15.0 with actual little 
reduction in displacement. 

If tray rollers are assumed to be held in fare-aft direction at only 
one end so that K is UU30/2, study shows that fti would be 3.6 cp8 (ship 
whipping not involved here). 

g missile tray would be 0,6 

mount displacement would he t O.kS ia» 

Stress not critical. 

Bapty Tray - Fore-Aft Direction 

8" Deep Tray 9" Deep Tray 

|AW 
37+216+15+15+37 Wl WA 38+23li+l5*l5+38 

- AM4 

fn.A.^/r-.lS^/te  
2TI  YM V 320/386.1 

fn . „l^n /^ i'. 
- 11.7  Cp3 

Shock 

3U0/386.U 

•11.3 cps 

Reference Goodyear Report: 

\ -30_.2^ 
11.7 

A - .1$, Z - .97 

g tray - 38 (.15) - 5.7 

or 10.13-9" tray 
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Stress not critical. 

Displacement - .368 (.97) m ~ O.36 in. 

Preilmimry Design of Vertical Support Columns fcr Tray Assembly; 

Assume an assembly of 36 trays •> 9 across, h high; 6 columns at 
each and.    Column loading critical for loaded trays - equivalent of 3 per colann 
(reference calculations above) at 8.75 K for shock mitigated tray and missile 
asseablyj and at 120g for rollers and äiafts   (assuming mounts within tray). 

Rails-steel-(8) for entire assembly; each colwm supports h/d x 
wei^it of rail at 120g. 

Colmn - 8.0U# alum. ö^H-beam-ö feet high. 

Loading critical for 9" deep tray. 

Missile 1360 

Tray Span 26U 

Tray Ends  76 

1700 

Less Shafts, Rollers 20 

1680x8.75- '00x3-     UU,100 lb. 

Rails                              255 x U/6 x 120.0 - 20,500 

Culuns»                          b.OU x 8 x 120.0 - 7,700 

Shafts, Rollers          20 x 120 - 21*00 x 3 •       7,200 

Total (^nainic load per column - 79,500 lb. 

Assusas load per column - 100,000 lb, to provide for mechanism, etc, 
at 120g.    6"-H beam, 8.0W:   A - 6.6ii in.2, r min. - 1.U6 in. 

I   applied r iPOjsOCü m x$tioO psi 
A o. 614 

-   allowable - 5t>,500-553 (-") for - < 71 
A \T I T 

h   - 26^.66 
r       1.1*6 "I 
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L allowable » 59,500-553 (66) » 23,000 psi 

MS - 23?000 - 1 = +525S 
15,100 

If 1.33 dynamic conversion factor is applicable  (reference NAVSKIPS 
250-660-30), 

I applied - —^ - 11,300 psi 

and MS - 23f000 - 1 - ample 
11,300 

Weight Estimate of Typical 36-Missile Tray and Support Structure Assembly 

Assume 9" Beep Trays 

(36) Loaded Trays @ 1700 

(8) Rails © 255 

(12) Columns @ 6k 

Mechanisms and Contingency 

Total - Loaded System 

61,200 

2,0U0 

800 

2,000 

66,000 lb. 

Assume 9" Deep Trays  - 5inpt.y 

System Loaded 

Less  (36) Missiles G 1360 

Total - Qnpty System 

66,000 

h9,000 

17,000 lb. 

I 

3.     Detailed Analyses 

a.    Rubber Shear Mounts 

(1)    General 

This arrangement utilizes standard rubber  shear type 
mounts which are affixed to the ends  of the tray fore and aft structural 
channels and picked up by ears on the  end fittings.     The mounts are  standard 
shelf items and require a minimum of testing for validation of characteristics. 
Two arrangements utilizing this type of mount were evaluated; one with the 
mounts aligned in an athwartship direction with respect to the missile; the 
other with the mounts disposed in a fore and aft direction.    Descriptions of 
these configurations follow: 
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(2) Athwartship Arrangement 

(a) Description 

The tray assanbly,   Figure   5,     includes the 
basic 8.0" or 9.0" aluminum tray with integral end transverse bulkheads and 
independent end members.    One  side of each of the four  standard sandwich shear 
mounts is attached to vertical transverse bulkheads adjacent to the side 
channels.     The other sides of the mounts are  attached to the end members. 
An arrangement  of gibs is provided to maintain vertical alignment between 
the tray and the end members.     The gibs also provide a fail-safe feature to 
maintain attachment  of tray and end members in thf event of shock mount failure. 
This  tray configuration with the shear mounts located in the athwartships plane, 
perpendicular to the missile centerline,   requires an exceedingly long or wide 
tray to  accenmodate the mounts  either to the rear of the booster nozzles cr 
on each side of the booster. 

(b) Comments 

While structurally and dynamically efficient the 
arrangement is poor from the standpoint of stowage density.    Insertion of the 
mount.? plus required clearance for excursion at the booster section of the 
missile requires excessive width of the assembly.     If the mounts are moved to 
the  r'-ar beyond the end of the booster the length of the tray becomes 
exce.jrive because of magazine space limitations.    This arrangement was therefore 
eliminated from consideration and no analysis has been included, 

(3) Fore and Aft Arrangement 

(a)    Description 

The tray assembly,  Figure   6 ,   includes the basir 
8,   "  or 9.0"  aluminum tray with independent enü members.     One  side of each of 
the  four  standard sandwich shear mounts  is attached to the vertical web at 
the ends of both side channels.     The other sides of the mounts are  attached 
tc ears protruding from the end members.    An arrangement of gibs is provided 
to maintain vertical alignment between the tray and the end members.     The 
gibs also provide a fail-safe feature to maintain attachment of tray and end 
member in the event of shock mount failure.     This tray configuration with the 
shear mounrs located in the fore and aft plane, parallel to the missile 
centerline,  permits the  tray assembly to have a minimum length and width. 

Normally the interconnected trays are positively 
restrained in the athwartship direction by the locking devices on the support 
rails engaging the end members of the  outboard tray at each level.     However, 
with this tyne of tray the athwartship locking devices are  spring mounted to 
absorb the   athwartship shock.    Most of the imoact of an athwartship shock load 
into the  support rails is not transmitted to the trays but is absorbed by  ehe 
spring mounted locking devices and the tray rollers permit the support rails 
to be displaced relative to the trays.     The design of the locking device would 
not permit relative motion between the support rails and the trays under normal 
ship motions. 
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(b)    Detailed Analysis 

As shown in the design studies of the tray structure 
and of the roller type shock mounts, a total spring constant, K, of appradjnately 
7550 lbs. per in.   for shock mitigation from the mounts is desired for the 
vertical direction.    This gives the optimum natural frequency response for 
the resilient tray mount combination.    Based on the working range of mount 
deflection a standard sandwich type mount such as M,   B,  Co. No.   7221009 
would be acceptable. 

K required per mount - ~£- « 1890 lbs.  per in. 
h 

K of M.  B.   Co.  mount in deflection range required - approoomately 2000 lbs.   per in. 

This mount  is of a stiffness between Nos.   7221007 and -1008, thus permitting a 
change of the rubber durcmeter if required,  with no change in dimensions. 

For steady state vibration conditions, K per mount 
would also be approximately 2000 lbs. per in. 

Load - deflection data is vev M.   B.   Co.   curves. 

Vertical Direction: 

Steady-State Vibration - Tray Loaded; 

8"  Deep Tray 9" Deep Tray 

K tray - 6000 lbs.  per in. 

K mounts - 8000 lbs. per in. 

m - lu2 

K tray - 8700 lbs.  per in. 

K mounts - 8000 lbs. per in. 

m a U.25 

mn and mp type analysis, used in roller type mounts,  not required,  since in 
in this design nv? is but O.Oli compared to total of U. 2 or h>25f respectively, 
for 8,, aid 9" trays. 

K combined - -i_£_ 
K-L+KJ 

6000(8000) 

6000+8000 

3li30 lbs. per in. 

„ 8700(8000) 
8700+8000 

« lil50 lbs.  per in. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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9" Deep Tray 

fn 1 
2TT 

•^V# 
li.5 cps 

.159/ U150 
U.25 

U.9 cps 

Critical magnification factor, 
M.F.,   (based on 7.75 cps forcing 
frequency and «r of 1C$ for 
response) - 0.5 

Shock «- Tray Loaded! 

Reference Goodyear Report GER-9367. 

X-iL - 5.55 

Critical M. F.   (same basis as for 
8" tray) - 0.65 

U.5 

For (j) - .33, -9- - .10, A - .035, Z - 1.13 

g on missile - 120(.035) - h-2g', 

displacement at midpoint of tray 

-1.657 (1.13) - - 1.87 in. 

(approximately 0.9 in.  each for 

tray and mounts). 

A-25.- 5.1 
U.9 

For (() - .33, -6-- .10, A - .OUO,  Z  - 1.127 

g on missilä - 120(.0l4) - U. 8gj 

displacement at midpoint of tray 

- 1.657(1.127) - i 1.86 in. 

(approximately 0.9 in.  each for 

tray and mounts). 

Stresst 

Maximum stress would be result of mitigation from mounts only. 

fn - .159 V 8000 
U.2 

.159 V 8000 

7 cps - 7 cps 

Reference Goodyear Report: 

X-25 -3.6 

For <) - . 33, -9- - . 10, A - . 083 

g tray - 120(.083)  - 10.Og 
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8" Deep Tray 9" Deep Tray 

Reference tray analysis,  page 22, pro-rating for 10.Og vs.   8.75g: 

Maximum stress 

10 
3.75 

38,800 

- hU,000 psi 

If 1.33 dynamic conversion factor 

(reference above)  is applicable, 

Maximian stress 

.30,000 (^L 

- 3U,000 psi 

If 1.33 dynamic applied. 

stress = 3Utooo 

stress Uli, 000 

1.33 

■ 33,OX) psi applied compared 

to U6,000 psi yield for  2021-Tl; 

aluminum. 

Steady-State Vibration - Tray Qnpty: 

1.33 

■» 25,000 psi applied compared 

to 14.6,000 psi yield. 

K tray - 7250 K tray - 10,600 

K mounts - 8000 K mounts - 8000 

m = .68 m - .73 

K combined ■  *• 
7250+8000 

K combined - 10/600(8000) 
10,600+8000 

- 3800 - U550 

fn..l59./3800 fn - .159 ^ 
.68 .73 

11.9 cps 12.6 cps 

Critical M. F.   (based on forcing 
frequency of 9.5 cps) - 2.U 

Critical M.F.   (based on forcing 
frequency of lU.2 cps) »2.8 

Shock - Tray Bnpty: 

Maximum stress due to mitigation frcm mounts only. 
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8" Deep Tray 9" Deep Tray 

fn • .159 
/ 8000 

V .68 

r 
fn 

17 cps 

■•^v- 
17 cps 

8000 
73 

For either 8" or 9'' trp.y: 

X-^-l.U? 

Reference Goodyear Report« 

For ((i - .33, -e- - .10, A = .U6 

g tray - 120(.U6) - S'5.0 

Reference tray analysis, page 23, pro-rating for 55g vs.  31g: 

Maximum stress 

- 11,200 (§• 

Maximum stress 

■ 9200 I) 
- 16,000 psi « 20,000 psi 

Stress not critical. 

AthwartshitJ Direction; 

Ster iy-State Vibration - Tray Loaded^ 

Applying the general approach derived on pages 27,   3U,  and alt mate 
on 31 ,  37 :    (twisting of tray conbined with rocking effect on mounts in 
vertical direction) 

K tray - l6,li50 + 7350 - 23,800 

K mounts - 8000 

m ■ U.2 

K combined 
K1K.2 

K1+K2 

23.800(8000) 
23,800->8000 

6000 

K tray - 16,300 + 73UO - 23,6UO 

K mounts ■ 8000 

m « U.25 

K ccnbined 

- 23^0(8000) 
23»6U0^a000 

- 5975 
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8" Deep Tray 9" Deep Tray 

2TI v   m 
fn .^ 

5975 
25 

• .159 

- 6.0 cps 

6000 
U.2 

6.0 cps 

For both 8" and 9" deep trays, critical M.F,   (based on 7.75 cps 
forcing frequency and — of 10/S for response) - 1.5. cc 

Qnploying the alternate method: 

K tray ■ 6000 + 3520 • • 9520 K tray - 9300 + 5U00 - 1U,700 

K mounts ■ 8000 K mounts - 8000 

JB - U.2 m - U.25 

K combined K ccnbined 

. 9520(8000) 

9520+8000 

. 1U,700(8000) 

1U,700+8000 

- U3U0 - 5175 

fn - .159 V^ 
V U.2 

.. .159 vet 
- 5.1 cps - 5.5 cps 

Critical M.F.  -0.8 Critical M.F.   - 1.0 

Shock - Tray Loaded or Empty; 

Athwart ship shock not transmitted into tray in this design. 

Steady-State Vibration - Tray Ehptyt 

K tray - 76,000 (Ref.   page 39) 

(mounts not acting athwartship 
due to gib arrangement; no rocking 
for empty tray) 

K tray - 8U,000 

.73 m 

m ,68 
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8" Deep Tray 9" Deep Tray 

fn - .159 JnAm 
V   .68 

• anpraximately 53 cps 

M.F,  «l.O maximum 

fn . .^9 J^m 
V   .73 

■ approximately 57 cps 

M. F.  - 1.0 raaximtm 

Stress,  by inspect!ony  is not critical. 

Fore-Aft Direction; 

Tray structure  can be assumed to be essentially rigid in this 
direction. 

Steady-State Vibration - Tray Loaded; 

ft! 
2T1 

fn . .159 JE000M 
V   U.2 

6.9 cps 

m ■ shock mcÄinted mass 

fn..l59./l^M 
V U.25 

6.9 cps 

For either 8" or 9" deep tray:      critical magnification factor, M.F., 
(based on 7.75 cps forcing frequency)  ■ t. 1$.    Factor is less for higher 
forcii^ frequencies.    In these cases,  » is assumed as 10% for response; 
reference magnification curves, ^Lgure 3 of David Taylor Model Basin 
Report R-189. 

Shock - Tray Loaded; 

For either 8"  or 9" deep tray-. 

Reference Goodyear Report: 

A-^«U.35 
6.9 

For $ - .33, -e-* .10, A - 0.056,  Z - 1.11 

g tray and missile ■ 38(.056)  - 2.1g 

mount displacement  ■ .368(1.11) ■ - 0.U in. 

Stress not critical,  by inspection. 
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Steady-State Vibration - Tray Ekpty: 

8" Deep Tray 9" Deep Tray 

fn 15, .15000 

17.2 cps 

fn = .159 v^ 8000 
73 

Critical M.F,   (based on lU.2 cps 
farcing  frequency)  "2.5 

« 16.7 cps 

Critical M.F.   (based on lli.2 cps 
forcing  frequency) «2.8 

Shock - Tray Empty; 

For either ' or 9" deep tray: 

Reference Goodyear Reports 

A => annroxunately — = 1. 75 
17 

For (J» - .33, -©■ - .10, A « .36, Z - 1.07 

g tray = 38(.36) - 13. 5g 

displacanent tray ■ .368(1.07) ■ - 0.U in. 

P~13.5(3UO) Stress-: 

(c)    Comments 

10 
negligible psi. 

This configuration is the one recomnended by this 
Laboratory.     It provides adequate protection,  stowage density and practicability. 
It should be kept in mind, however,  that should future studies and investigations 
result in derivation of less severe input criteria, the possibility of elimination 
of the rubber remains.     This would nrovide an even more simple and econonical 
arrangement. 

[h)    Roller and Bashing Type Shock Mounts 

(a)    Description 

An investiagtion was conducted into the possibility 
of incorporating a portion of the required resiliency into the rollers or 
roller supports at  the tray ends.     Two arrangements were evaluated wherein this 
was accomplished by including rubber in ccripression as a basic part of the 
roller assemblies.    A third included rubber bushings  in the tray end fittings. 
See Figures 7 and 8, 
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With  these designs the tray end fittings are rigidly- 
attached to the tray bodies and a uortion of the excursion required for 
shock mitigation occurs viithln the rollers or bushings.     The  concept affords 
a conpact configuration permitting a dense stowage arrangement. 

Two basic roller designs were  considered. 
One consisted of rollers with the rubber in tailed between the roller rim and 
the outer race of the bearing in the roller.      The other utilized rubber 
located between the shaft and the  inner race of the bearing in the 
roller. 

The resilient bushing design incorporates 
the  rubber in a shaft support bushing  installed in the tray end casting. 
Criteria that  follow are  based upon information contained in "Vibration 
and  Slock Isolation"  by Charles E.   Grede,  published by John Wiley and 
Sons, Inc. 

While the co.icepts are novel,  none of the 
configurations required exist as stock  items.    Rubber bushings are 
available but not with the necessary strength and deflection parameters. 

The   subsequent analyses indicate the possibility 
of develocnent of suitable items,   with,  however,  the necessity for a 
protracted test program to establish reliability. 

Because the analyses were performed as a part 
of the  study they are included in this report.    They are interded to 
serve as an illustration of a valid approach to the solution of the 
r-roblem.     Rirt,  without a protract-d develqimental program,  recommendation 
of such cenfigurations is held in abeyance. 

It  should be pointed out that these and 
other configurations that at this time appear to be borderline couxd 
well prove to be optimum should the   input criteria be adjusted to what 
are felt to be more reasonable levels  for the ships in question. 
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it) Detailed Analyses 

(1)    Resilient Roller - Rubber at Rim 

    30 Dur meter Rubber - Bonded 

5.2^0 Dia. 

1.0 

^ 
0.5 

AM 
n~TT 

rr-n 
7\ i 
—-   3.18 

Provide vent holes if required, 

r—   i-  - 1.U375 

ro - 2.U375 

0»l2 - h 

1.25 Diameter 

Stiffness in Shear (Fore-Aft;  Along Shaft); 

^ - m h G 

lege /Io\ 

K per bushing - 6-28(-^)
|
(^x   - 277 lbs./in. 

log ef^ii) 

K for  (U) bushings - 277 (U) ■ 1108 lbs./in.   - K per mount 

K for tray - 1108 (U) - UU32 lbs,/in. 

Radial Stiffness (Vertical or Athwartship)• 

(Bonded Pads) 

L - r0 + ri>h - 2.^375  v 1.U375 - 3.87$ - length 

1 - h < r0 + ri - 0.U2  = vridth 

h^ ■ r0 - r^ ■ 1.0 » thickness 
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Reference Crede: pages 231,  232,  225,  221. 

From Figure 5.6, page 225, 

3-875 9.23 

L. . tlii .   U2 
hi " 1.0 " ' 

hi 

B - 1.06 

Defl.  % Tliickness       Unit Force, psi        Total Force, lbs. 

5 

10 

20 

30 

!i0 

^0 

11 

22 

So 

78 

125 

160 

3.875(0.l42)(psi) 
1.63 (psi) 

1,^3(11) - 17.9 

1.63(22) - 35.9 

1.63(50) » 81.5 

1.63(78) - 127.0 

K.  lbs./in, 

■ (total force) 
(56 thick) (hi) 
where hi - 1.0 

17.9 
.05 

35.9 
.10 

81.5 
.2 

358 

359 

U08 

1.63(125) - 20U.0      —*• 

1.63(160) - 261.0 

¥1 - U23 
.3 

^k.510 
.u 
261 
.5 

522 

At approximately 25^ deflection, K - Ul5 lbs./in, per bushing 

(for  '. ^bration) 

K for  (U) bushings ■ K per mount - Ul5(U) - l660 lbs./in. 

K for tray • 1660 (U) - 66U0 lbs./in.    (v/ould be 9250 for U0 duron). 

K for shock calculations: 

for tray ^ (la5 + 530)  (.5)  (16) - 7550 ibe./in. 

K for tray empty condition « 16 (358) - 57U0 lbs./in, 
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Check on Shaft; 

HZH 

n 

o.S 

q 
H 

1.6 

^F, 

2.0 

^d 

3.0 

u 2$ Dia. 

Check on Bearings; 

Radial 

Load on bearing (dynamic) 

- 1!?0 g (roller) + 10 g (approx.) x Ul8 

- 150 (5) + 10 (Ul8) - U9C0 lbs. 

Thrust 

Load on bearing (dynamic) 

■ 50 g (roller) + 10 g (approx. ) x Ul8 

- 50 (5) + 10 (U18) - UUOC lbs. 

Bore of bearing - aporoximately 1.25 in» 

Bearings  are available  for this  condition. 

MA-A l.Og " 2^ ^2^ " 1060 in-  lbs- 

Ishaft'.1^.3^1l^iU-0. 
61; 6U n.U in. 

f MJL . 1060U25I . ^oo psi 
1,Ug      I .12 

■ approximately 61,000 psi under shock. 
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(2)    Resilient Roller - Rubber at Shaft 

UO Durcmeter Rubber - Bonded 

- 0.625 - ri 

Dzr 

Stiffness in Shear (Fore-Aft; Along Shaft); 

K - 2:n h G 

loeef££\ 

K per bushing - ^iMlML - U35 lbs./in. 
log e (h°tL ] 

\0.625 ) 

K for  (2) bushings - K per mount - U35 (2) - 870 lbs./in. 

K for tray - 870 (U) - 3U80 lbs./in. 

Radial Stiffness (Vertical or Athwartship); 

(Bonded Pads) 

L - r0 ♦ ri 7 h = 1.625 ♦ 0.625 = 2o25 - length 

1 - h < r0 ♦ ri - 1.0 - width 

h^ • r0 - ri ■ 1.0 - thickness 
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Reference Crede:  pages 231, 232,  22^, 221 

From Figure 5.6, page 225, 

2.25 

1.00 

L        2^25 
T =    1.0 

1    mh° - 
hi    i-o 

tr = 1-2^ hi 

B - 2.0 

Defl.   %_ Thickness       UnUj^c^Esi 

5 

10 

20 

30 

U0 

50 

20 

38 

90 

135 

200 

250 

Total Force. Ibs^ 

- 2.25(l)(psi) 
- 2.25 (psi) 

2.25(20)  - U5 

2.25(38)  - 85 

2.25(80)  - 180 

2.25(135) - 30U 

2.25(200)  - U50 

2.25(250)  - 562 

At approximately 23^ deflection,  K for  (2) bushings 

(for vibration) 

~ 930 (2) - i860 lbs./in. 

K for tray - i860 (U)-7UU0 lbs./in. 

K for shock calculations: 

for tray -1015 (8) - 8100 lbs./in. 
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total force 
"% thick (hi) 
vhere hi - 1.0 

kL - 900 
.05 

^i - 850 
,1 

1^2-900 
.2 

30U . 1013 
.3 

k^o - 1125 

%£. - 112U 
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..1.25 Dia. 

_     IJ22 . U25# at 1.0 g 
U 

T , 12- .lli . 3.11U1.12^ . 0o0785U in.U 

M - u25 (2) - 850 in.lbs. 

to; . 8^0(.5625)  . 6loo psi at 1.0 g 
I .0785U fb 1.125D 

deflection - negl. 

T1-25D     "ST 6U 

M - U25 (2.5)  '   1060 in-   lbs- 
^ T  ocn     »i -    1060(^6251 . 5^00 psi at 1,0 
fbl.2i)iJ      I >12 

- appröxiuBtely 61,000 psi under shock. 

Cneck on Bearings; 

Radial 

Load on bearing  (dynamic) 

- 150 g  (roller) * 10 g (approx.) x UlS 

- 150 (5)  +10 (bio) - U90C  lbs. 
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Thrust 

Lead oi: t- ' ■. Ing  (dynamic) 

= 50 g (rulier) + 10 g (appi JX. ) x I4I8 

= 50 (5) + 10 (U13) - I4I4OC lbs. 

Bore of bearing ■» approximately 3-5 in. 

Rating is no problenu 

(3)    Rubber  fishing Ti^pe Shock Mount 

TN-1-162U-B 

Rod Ehd 

Apnrcc-: 

1.0 
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Check on Shaft; 

Ml Og " 3-5 (U25) - U80 in. lbs. 

6U 6Li 

fb i.og - SL - ÜMJE . uuo psi 
1 .25 

■ approximately 50,000 psi under shock 

Stiffness in Shear (Fore-Aft; Along Shaft); 

JTI h G K - 
e _o 

K per buying - 6.28(1 0}(65)      . 5l8 lbs./illt 

,.8125 

K for  (0 bushings - K/mount - 5l8(?) - 100.6 lbs./in. 

K for tray - 1016 (U) - U06o lbs./in. 

Radial Stiffness (Vertical or Athwartship); 

(Bonded Pads) 

L ■ To ♦ !•!> h - 1-8125 ♦ 0.8125 - 2.625 - length 

1 - h < r0 ♦ Ti - 1.0 - width 

hj  ■ r0 - r^ • 1.0 ■ thickness 

Reference Crede:  pages 231, 232, 225,  221 

From Figure 5.6, page 225, 

L 2.625 - 2.6 

1 
hi 

. i.o 1.0 

A 
Hi -1.3 

B - 2.0 
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Ben^ Thickness   Urü^ce^  .Tc^J^ce^s 

5 

10 

20 

30 

U0 

^0 

20 

38 

80 

135 

200 

25C 

2.625(l.O)(Psi) 
2.625(psi) 

2.625(20) - 53 

2.625(38) - 100 

2.625(80) - 210 

2.625(135) - 35U 

2.625(200) - 525 

2.625(250) - 655 

,„ ^c^^ 23* denoction, K f«  (2) ^^ 

(for vibration) 

-1080 (2) - 2160 lbs./in. 

K for tray •• 2160 (U) - 86UO lbs./in. 

^^^U^^J-^    (for vibration) 

for roller type mount - rubber at shaft. 

load . U25    . ,058 in. 
deflection - -^— " ^jjö 

for roller type mount - rubber at rim. 

load . \^_    m .o6U in. 
deflection - -^—     ^Q 

for mount within tray 

N.06l.^ K rec'd.- 9000 - 86UO 

K, lbs./in 

. total force 
J thick [hi) 

120-1000 
.10 

212 - 1050 
.20 

iät - 1180 
.30 

|2i - 1310 
.10 

§%L - 1310 
.50 

k     >. 
I 
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K for shock calculations: 

for roller type mount - rubber at shaft ■ 8100 Vos./ln. 

for roller type mount - rubber at rim =7550 lhs,/in. 

K for mount (bushing type) within tray 

? 7830 x ^§ ^ 10,000 lbs./in.   req'd. 
U25 

Actual K^12S0 (8) - 10,000 lbs./in. 

(c)    Comments 

The analyses indicate that the required excxrröion 
would impose excessive deformation of the rubber.    The adequacy under shock 
conditions would have to be  determined by extensive testing.    Such mounta were 
therefore deemed impractical frcm the standpoint of reliability and eliminated 
from consideration for vise in the preliminary design concept of the tray stowage 
shock nitigating system recommended by this Laboratory. 

b.    Resilient Trays 

(1)    Surmary 

Analyses were performed on the effectiveness of only 
tray resiliency for shock mitigation. A summary of critical loads is shown 
below. 

Summary - Resilient Trays,  8" and 9" Deep 

Tray Loaded                            j i                    Tray Snpty                     j 

Tray 
Depth Vertical 

Athwart- 
ship ^ore-Aft Vertical 

Athwart- 
ship Fore-Aft   | 

Steady-State 
Vibration 
Maximum Magnifi- 
cation Factor 

3" l.U h.9 1.6 3.3 1.0 1.0 

9' 3.5 U.9 1.6      j 1.8 1.0 1.0 

Shock Maximum g 
at Chocks 

3" 7.2 11.0 21.0 

9" 10.3 11.0 21.0      1 1                 ^ „ "                       i 

Maximum Stress on 
Tr*y, psi 

8- 7U.000 Not 
Critical 

Not     i 
Critical 

Not 
Critical 

Not 
Critical 

Not          j 
Critical   1 

1 9' 65,000 
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■ (2)    Detailed Analysis 

In this arrangement, the primary source of shock mitigation (vertical 
I or athwartship) is the resiliency of the aluminum tray structure, with the 

added effect of thin rubber pads at missile supporting bands (fore-aft). 
Mitigation in supporting columns is negligible.    See Figure 9. 

i Fore-Aft Direction - Tray Loaded; 

I 
j Area of rubber in shear = Tldw » 3.lU(10)(2) + 3.lU(lU)(2) - 150 sq.  in. 

I 

A study indicates insufficient deflection in tray structure to 
mitigate fore-aft shock load.    Assume the addition of 2 in.  wide missile hold- 
down straps or bands having 0.2 in,  thick, UO Durometer rubber liners covering 
entire missile circumference» 

Shear stress at l.Og - i^-^ - 9 psi 
150 

Reference Grede:    page 228, Figure 5.9, 

shear strain »0.1 

deflection =  (.1)   (.2) - .02 in. 

fn ■ 2lll . 22.0 cps 

-V7Ö2 
A- ^2-1.36 

22 
For (() - .33, «■ - .10, A - .563, Z - 1.095 

g on mirsile ■ .563 (38) - 21.0 

displacement of missile - 1.095 (.368) = t o.U in. 

An inspection study shows that stress is not critical. 

Fore-Al't Direction - Tray Ehpty. 

An inspection study indicates that natural  frequency is very high, 
but that stress is not critical. 

Vertical Direction - Tray Loaded: 

Area of rubber pads at missile,  in conpression ■ approximately 

(10+U)   (2)  (.75)  - 36 sq.  in, 
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. ^ Ä^r "K ^ä s ^ ^ - ?" ^ 
K toUl - 36 {U750) - 170,000 lb. per in- 

8* Deep Tr»3 

K3 - 170,000 

II2 .2U6--.637 
386. b 

^ - 6,000 

,    9/i7ggoo+6000*170000 \ 

w-^ VTiT    .637      y 
6000(1700001. 0 

* 3.52(.637) 

OJ. 37.5;   fn-6.0cps 

u)- 565;     ft» ■ 90.0 cps 

A-^-U.2 25 
6 

Par <) - .33,«-- -1°» 

A - .06, 

Z - l.llU 

g at ndd-span of tray 

- 120 (.06) - 7.2 on missile 

dispUcenent at ndd-span of tray 

- 1.657 (LlliO - * 1-8U ln' 

From data above. M maxlnura is at 
x - 99. and - ^800 in. lb.  at 1. Og 
M7.2g - 395,000 

9* Deep Trey 

*! - 3.52 

K3 - 170,000 

H, - 2§l4- - .683 
^     386.U 

Kj - 8,700 

K     2/170WO* 82201170000 \ 

^-^iTiT       .683 ' 
) 8700(170000) . 0 

3.52(.683) 

I 

W-UU.7;      fn - 7.1 cps 

(j. 555.0;    fn - 88.0 ops 

X-Ü--3.52 
7.1 

For (^ - .33, ♦- -10» 

A - .086, 

Z - 1.052 

g at mid-span of tray 

- 120 (.086) - 10.3 onmiseile 

displaceremt at mid-span of tray 

- 1.657 (1.052) - * 1.7U in. 

5U900 In. lb. 
M 10.3g ■ 565,ooo 
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Superimposing possible «^«f af tray 
varying ndtigation fro» none at tray 
ends to maxämw at x - vy. 

x - 99 

. 1.27#/in. at l.Og 

x - 19U 
37# at l.Og 

D^~E 

120g - 7.2g 
- 112.8g 

x - 99 

95" 
- 1.36#/in.  at l.Og     < 

F     x - 19U 
) 38# at 

J   1.0g 

r» B 
! o  ' ü 

10.3g - 10.3g 
- Og 

120g - 10.3g 
- 109.7g 

» T? - 2i x 1.27 - 2U.1# each Zone       A-K " "^ x *"   ' 

Zone       A-E-I^x 1.36- 25.8# each 

F 112.8x37x95 

E 112.8x^x2U.^^.5- 

D 112.8x^x2U.lx66.5 - 

C ii2.8x^2U.lxU7.5 - 

B n2.8x^x2U.lx?8.5 - 

A 112.8X^|X2U.1X9.5     " 

M maxlfflun 

395,000        F   109.7x38x95 

6U,5oo 

23,200        B   109.7x^x25.8x28.5 

2.600 

820,800 
395.000 

1,215,800 
in. lb. 

A   109.7x2^25.8x9.5 
95 

M maxljnia 

395,000 

109.7x8^x25.8x85.5-        217, 000 
209,000 E    iU7. i~-y$ 

126,500        B   109.7x%^25.8x66.5 '        131,000 

C   109.7x1^5.8x1.7.5 67,000 

2U,000 

2.700 

836,700 
^65.000 

1,U01,700 
in. lb. 
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8W Deep Tray 

Stress, fb . St . 1.215.800(^^) 

- 98,U0O pal 

If 1.33 dynamic conversion factor is 
applicable, (reference NAVSHIPS 250- 
660-30), 

fb m 98UOO . 714^000 psi applied 
i« 33 

9" Deep Tray 

19U01.700(6.014) 
97 

- 87,000 psi 

87000 m 65,000 psi applied 
1.33 

Various allowables - alnmint»? 

(yield points, tension and conpression) 

Sheet and Plate 

Extrusions 

(such as channels) 

Available MS . 73000 .1 ? JI% 

7li000 

Vertical Direction - Tray Ehptyg 

Reference calculations above, 

deflection empty tray ■ ,031; in. 

fn . 3.13 , 3.13 . 17 cps 

Stress; 

Conservatively, 

Mn^ WL(120) _ 21,6(191;) (120) 
8 8 

- 700,000 in. lb. 

fb . JZ: - 700,000(5.U2) . 1^,000 psi 
I 67(1.33) 

(not critical) 

20214-T86- 66,000 psi 

7178-T6 - 73,000 psi 

7075-T6 - 73,000 psi 

7178-T6 - 77,000 psi 

Available MS . ^3000 „1 „ 4.1256 
65000 

deflection • .025 in. 

fn . 3.13 . 20 cps 

V.025 

Ccaiservatively, 

M maximua . QQW} . 261;(19U)(120) 

- 770,000 in.  lb. 

fb - *fr - 770,000 00(6.0Ü) 
97(1.33) 

. 36,000 psi 

(not critical) 
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8W Deep Tray 
9" Deep Tray 

^       1CJ6000+3520       7.6 cps 

(effect cf  thin rubber pads in 
compression - negligible) 

7.6 

Reference page 31: 

fn - .159; 2.U52+1.752 

A-^"3- 

A - .096 

g on missile - .096 (72)  - 6.9 

^^     U.O for 3" ani 9" deep trays. 

A   - .065 

g on missile - .065 (72) ■ U. 7 

Stress; 

Ccmbined stress 

■ 16200 * £ ■ £f ■ 33.W psl 

(not  critical) 

AthwartghlE Direction - Tray Qnpty: 

Refererce above calculations, 

deflectionat mid-span - 0.0032U in. 

fn 'hll - 55.0 cps 
-V.0032U 

Stress: 

Ccmbined stress 

- 12500 x ^ - 3k222 . 25,000 psi 

(not critical) 

deflection - 0.00313 in. 

fn -3JJ - 55.0 cps 
^/7Ö0313 

M maxlnvum - 
WL(72)    2k6(lB6)(72l 

8 

UlCV 'i in-  lb- 

fb 
_ M^ . 1.10000(19.5)(-^1 „ 6,500 psi 

WL(72).   26U(186)(72) 
M maximum   " —r g 

- 1^0,000 in.  lb. 

.^0000(19.5)(.5)   .6,300 psi fb 

616 
685 

Stress not critical. 
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Preliminary Design of Vertical Support Columns far Tray Asserably; 

Assume an assembly of 36 trays - 9 across, Ule^; 6 columns at 
each end. 

Column loading critical for loaded trays - equivalent of 3 per column 
at 10.3g for central part of tray at missile chocks and pro-rated to 120g at 
structure at outer ends of tray. 

Rails, steril  -  (8) for entire assemblyj each column supports U/6 x 
weight of rail at 120g. 

Column 9.W alum., 6nH-beaa-8 feet high. 

Loading critical for 9" deep tray. 

L ',.( 

Missllfl                             1360# 

Tray Span                            26U# 

Tray tod»                            76# 

1700# 

Less shaftsi  Rollers          20# 

1680 x 10.3 - 17300 x 3 - 5l,90O# 

ShaTlc:,  Rollers                    20 x 120 - 2U0O x 3 - 7,200# 

Tray Structure: 

38(2)   x 109.7 - 8300 x 3 2U,900# 

2(25.8) x 109.7 x ^i - 5100 x 3 - 
95 

15,30)# 

2(25.8) x 109.7 x ~4 - U00O x 3 - T?,ono# 

2(25-8) x 109.7 x ^^ - 2800 x 3 - 8,Uoo# 

25.8   x 109.7 x^M - 850 x 3    - 
95 • 

2,500# 

25.8   x 109.7 x ^   -280x3    - 
95 

800# 

Rails 255 x ^ x 120 20>500# 
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Colxnn 9.U x 8 x 120 

Add 20,000# to provide for «echanlam, etc. at 120g     - 

Total dynamic load per colunn - 

6"-9.U# H-beaa, A - 7.77 In.2, r min.  - 1.U2 in. 

P   applied - 17^000 . 22,000 psi 

I   alloimble . $9500-553 f k War li <71 ^ - ?!* - 67.5 
X \r I       r ^      r     1.U2 

P   allowable - 59500-553 (67.5) • 22,100 pai 

9,000# 

20,000^ 

172,000 lbs. 

MS - 22120 ~1 - +0* 
22000 

If 1.33 caiversion factor (reference above) is applicable, 

J applied . 22000 m ^OO pei 

MS . 22100 .! _ +3h% 

16500 

Weight Eatimate of Typical 36-Mis3ile Tray and Support Structure Assembly; 

Assume 9* Deep Tray 

(36) Loaded Trays 0 1700 # 

(8) Rails C 2,r:5# 

(12) Colvmns © 75 # 

Mechanisms and Contingency 

Total - Loaded System 

Assume 9n Deep Trays - Eknpty 

System Loaded 

Less (36) Missiles 9 13o0# 

Total - Onpty System 

61,200 # 

2,0U0 # 

900 # 

2,000^ 

66,100 lbs. 

66,100 # 

U9.000# 

17,100 lbs. 
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(3)    Conclusions 

Inputs to the missile are too high for canpatibility 
with the existing missile design.    Application of shock inputs fron the 
Bureau of Ships curves for surface vessels resulted in the following forces 
on the missile when supported by an 8 inch deep tray, as noted in the summary 
of the structural and dynamic analysis: 

(a) 7.2 g's vertically. 

(b) i.x.0 g's athwartsbip. 

(c) 21.0 g's fore and aft. 

These forces are applied to the missile at the two 
launch lug hard spots.    Even should the missile be capable of sustaining  this 
loading it is felt that the band tension required to provide fore and aft 
restraint of the mi. sile would induce excessive local loads on the missile, 
especially when the static and dynamic forces were  aiditive. 

The fore and  aft loads could be reduced by spring 
loading the  tray support rollers in a fore and aft direction.     However, 
even should a tolerable load condition be realized,   bands about the 
missile are ircompatible with the automated tray stowage and handling 
system recommended by this laboratory for the EAGLE missile.    For these 
reasons the resilient tray configuration is not considered suitable for 
use with the tray stowage and handling system unless input parameters should 
become reduced. 

c,     Resiliently Supported Magazine 

(1)    Summary 

The tabulation following represents a summary of 
the maxünun missile  loads derived in the  structural and dynamic analysis of 
a  resiliently   supported magazine. 
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Summary - Resiliently Supported Magazine 

Trays Loaded Trays aapty-Except One         | 

Vertical Athwartship Fore-Aft Vertical Athwartship .Fore-Aft 

fn (cps U.33-33.6 2.3U-125 U.l 7.97-32.2 3.66-136 7.22 

Shock g's on 
Missile 3.22 1.06 .75 |     11.1 1.06 2.7       1 

Relativ» 
Displacement 
Across Beam,  in. 2.0 .92 .357 

1,5 
.66 .35 

Relative 
Displacement 
Between Trays, in. .7 .33 _ .60 Negligible •             1 

Rocking fn 13 . |         . . 

Maximum Magnifi- 
cation Factor 1.3 .2 2.9 1 U .h 5         1 

Total weight of magazine and missiles • 82,119 lbs. 

Total weight of missiles - U9,000 lbs. 
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(2)    Detaileci .".nalyais 

Shock and Vibration Study of Resillently Supported Magazine: 

The  following report presents an analysis to determine the feasibility 
of a resiliently mounted magazine.    The  sketch shown on page 12 indicates the 
general configuration of the system.    The tray is  shown on Figure 10. 

The magazine is resiliently supported between the upper and lower 
decks by t-vrelve  (12) horizontal tapered \reatns~     The fore and aft ends of the 
magazine are constructed to form a rigid structure;  i.e.,  it is assumed there 
will be no relative motion between adjacent tapered beams. 

Although the svpport structure provides most of the resiliency, 
the missile trays also possess a certain degree of ''spring."   Advantage 
has been taken of the fact fcy assuming a 2-degree of freedom system in the 
vertical and  athwaitrship directionSs 

Results indicate the feasibility  of this proposed arrangement. 
Ht. „vei,  due to the state of the art and absence of experimental data, 
it is felt that dynamic tests should be accomplished prior to the installation 
of such a  system avc-\:-i zYxp. 

It should be noted that although the   support structure functions as 
a spring arrangement it does not  fulfill a secordary function but is actually 
a part of the primary magazine structure and  should be so considered.     It 
includes the  same margins and safety factors  as the rest of the magazine 
structure. 

Vertical Direction (Pull Magazine)° 

The following mathematical model has been assumed in the  vertical 
direction: 

i 
T 

T «AvV w V 

M]_ ■ mass of missiles   and trays 

K3 u spring constant of the trays 

M2 «mass of the support structure 

K2 ■ spring constant of the   support structure 

Note;    Since the most severe response of the  magazine will occur when the motion 
of the decks are in phase, it will be assumed that this condition occurs for 
the purpose of analysis.    Under such conditions the effects of the upper and 
lower tapered beams are additiv?. 

I 
I 
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Furthermore, it shall be assuned that any static or dynamic loads on 
the structure will be distributed uniformly among the tapered beams. 

With these assumptions in mind, a dynamically equivalent system 
can be obtained by subdividing the structure into smaller, more convenient 
units for purposes of calculation.     This subdivision will be as shown below. 

x: Trhj r Member 

Resilient Support 

This portion of the structure will support  ^ missile trays, 1 vertical member. 
2/3 of a horizontal rail,  and 12 tray IC .  .: "bf 

i 

: 

Weight estimate.    Steel tray 8* depth. 

3kins 

Main Side Beam 

Square Tubing 

Square tubing:    1 lA « 1 lA * .120 1„755 #/ft. 

6 tubes, each 19" long 

wto  . i2*§   x 1.7^ - 17 lbs, 
12 

Main aide beams^    Area/beam - .795 x 1» 76 x .385 - 2.9U In.2 

'c beams each 192n long 

wto   » 192 x 2 x 2,9U -Ji .2836 - 320 lbs. 

Skins s    ,05  in. thick,  192" long 

one is ^ wide, the other 19.5" wide 

wto   - (19^' ,5) x 192 x .05 x .2836 - 105 lbs. 

Gussets-    Other than at missile supports. 

8 required, 
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(h&l\ (x6) x (.25) ♦ 9 (1.25)(.25)   .2836 - U lbs. 

111 

Missile support gussets and bulkheads: 

U gussets required 

2 bulkheads required 

Mt.  gussets U (3+3)(.375)(6)(.2836) • 15 lbs. 

wt. bulkheads 2 [(18.5)C6.?5) -9 {2.SY^\\ .2$ x .2836 - 15 lbs. 

End castings:    2 required 

wt -2!" [jL0(20) ^16)?(.785U)(.5)] (.5)(.2836) 

*  (ä.5)(.5)^0+10*10<nx(l6)x(.5j)3  .2836\-60 lbs. 

Total tray weight: 

square tubing 17 lbs. 

main beams 320 lbs. 

skins 105 lbs. 

gussets Ik lbs. 

missile gussets and bulkheads 30 lbs. 

end castings 60 lbs. 

connections and contingency 30 lbs. 

Total  -    $76 lbs.-wt.   of 1 tray. 

Sach missile weighs 1360 lbs.    Therefore, "I 

* ..1576*136011.15.03 

1 
Detemdne K3 • spring constant of the trays. «• 

First ■tuB+  obtain neutral axis of the tray. 
- .khz 1 
y     1 A 

The crrss sectional area of the side channels are dirlded into smaller 
component areas. 
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(D 

8" 

TW\ 

Q) 2,Oh x .39 

© 2,0U x .39 

Q) .22 x 8 

0 ,22 x 8 

© .79$ - 1.26 

CONFIDENTIAL 
Y 

IJT] 

£ 

(D 

©   19.5 (.05) 

8)   19 (.05) 

® 

Area x T 

.795 x    .US 

.79$x    .kS 

1.76   x U.O^ 

1,76   x U.O^ 

.38$   x 7.8 

»38$   x 7.8 

,98     x .02$ 

,9$     x 1.32$ 

7o8l 

y   - I£|| - 2.85 1«. 

Calculate I of tray about neutral axis, 

I - lo ♦ ?-Ad2 

Sections 1, 2, $, 6,  7, and 8 have negligible I0. 

®   i 
777777 

.36 

.36 

7.13 

7.13 

3.00 

3o00 

.02 

1.26 

22.26    -    £Jly 
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®   M2 
.795 x (2.U)2 

@ .795 x (2.U)2 

© 1.76 x (1.2)2 

® 1.76 x (1.2)2 

© .39 x (U.95>2 

© .39 x (U.95)2 

© .98 x (2.825)2 

© .95 x (1.525)2 

(D io- bd3 .22 x (8)3/12 

© .22 x (8)3/12 

Determine K of trag ?: 

U.58 

U.58 

2.5U 

2.5U 

9.55 

9.55 

7.8U 

2.21 

9.39 

9.39 

INA - 62 in.1* 

The missile is supported in the tray at vwo points.    Thus, detemlne 
the deflection under each support, average the two and obtain the spring 
constant from the relation. 

F 
K • i»   where S is the deflection unde    supports and F is weight of missile and tray. 

98". 

72". 

56". 
1360# 

T 

Missile 

Tray 

19U» 
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Deflections due to concentrated loads 

81^# - ?1 Sl$#  - P2 

tr  j 9.9" 

19U" 191;" 

DeflectLoa ft x ■ 99 due to Pi (assuae simply supported tray). 

F . ^?»    (I^oc)    [aLb-b2-(L-x)2 I     uhere Pia 
6Eri. 

■«- a 

. *&£!*£ r388(137) -(137)2 -(95)21 
6il9l4x293ao6x62    L -J 

- .0553 in. 

Similarly fl x - 99 due to P2,  the deflection is found to bet 

y - .OU36 

Total - .0989 in. 

Deflection at x « $7* due to Pi. 

y - EÄ.   [2UL-X) -b2 -(L-x)2].   9U5xl37x57 [388x137 -1372 -13721 
6m J      6xl9l4x29xl06x62      ^ ^ 

- .0U92 in. 

Deflection at x • $7* due to P2. 

y - .0337 

Total y - .0829 ® x - 57" 

Deflection at x ■ 99* due to distributed load of tray. 

y .   WX       [L3 -2LX2+X3J       where W - 576 lbs.   .   576x99 [IQI^ -2xl9Ux992*993~| 
2liEIL 21^29x10^x62 

- .0306 in. 

Deflection at x ■ 57'' due to distributed load of tray. 

y - .02U5 in. 
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Total deflection at x - Si" due to Pi, P2, and W. 

.0829 ♦ .02U5 ■ .107U 

Deflection © x - 99'' due to P^, P2, and W„ 

.0989 ♦ .0306 - .1295 in. 

Average • (.107U ♦ .1295)/2 - .1185 in. 

K . I . ^2** - 1360^76 m l6337 Ib(/ine 

S       .1185        .1185 

Thus K3 - 16337 x 3 - 149,011 lb./In. 

Calculate mass of the support structure. 
r- 3" typ. 

— 2" typ. 

Constant width beams  (2"). 

Left mambert    (3x2x6Qx.283) ♦ (ix3Jc6Qx2x.283) - 153 lbs. 

?'fht member;    (3x2x6Qx.283) ♦^ 5x6C0c2x.283) - Tiih.3 lbs. 

Vertical members each U x U wide flange 7 ft. long -13 lbs. 

weight per member ■ 13 x 7 ■ 91 Ib-s. 

Rails - each rail 6 x l| with 2 flanges 2 x | 130 in.  long 

wei^it per rail - 10 x (, 5)(l80)(.2836) - 255 lbs. 

Roller - each roller - 2 lbs. 

1U5 

is M2 ■     153 lbs. left member 

Ili5 lbs. right meaber 

91 lbs. vertical members 

170 lbs. rails 

2U lbs. 
Approx,    580 lbs. total 

rollers 
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Determine eprUig constant ot structure CK2). 

^d I of bee.,   in celculatln. deflection., ^e ^ e^e I fer the cros. 

section. 

I1eft-i5bd3.^x2x(3)3.U.5     ^ x 2 x (6)3 - 36 

I avg.  - 20.25 in.U 

I right .L.x2x(3)3.27.7     i-x2x(5.5)-U.5 
12 12 

I avg. • 16.1 in* 

T « 18.17 in.1* 

3556# 
w - i5o# 

J_LJ_1_LJ_1_LLJ_U 

WL3     PL3 . ljQx(60)3 ♦ 3|i6i60)3  - .U926 in. 
" '^7 * OPT " a^QTinOriR.l?      3x29xlOöxl8.17 7 " 8EI T 3EI " 8x29xl06xl8.17      3x29x10^ 

F . 3706 K . £ - 37^ . 7^o lbs./in. 

K2 - 7510 x 2 -15,020 lbs./in. 

Por the ^U, on peg. 77, the natural fre^-nciee can te ohteined fr» the relativ. 

S 

y.! "15.03 

r^ = U9011 

"1   K2 - 1.512 

K2 - 15020 

TTTTTT 
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, ^       /U90U t 1^020»U90U\ tkJ2 Ä 1.^020oa(M. 9011x10^ „ 0 
C04 " (,1^3 + -1^12 j^ 1^03x1.^12 0 

U)1* - U5660 o2 ♦ 32U50000 - 0 

This equation is quadratic In O2 and can be solTed by the quadratic formula. 

OJ2 . h$660 t -J 1951200000   „ U$660 t Um72 

(*)2 - 71^ 

U   =27.2 rad/sec. 

- U.33 cpa 

U2 - I4U9I6 

CO   - 211 rad/sec. 

- 33.6 cps 

Check vibration;    At the two natural frequencies of the system, the massoa 
oacillate at the same frequency,    ApproodLnate by an equivalent single degree 
of freedoa system,  the magnification factor of which is 

M - 

for small damping, use this form 

for 
Ct.« 

.10 and fcrX" 
1*33 

M - 

- i.6iy 
i-^)2]2*^ 

M -  .7 

(Ün     U. 33 

33 

3.25 

o212 

^-   ä-.U2L Ü n 37 

M - .10 

M - 1.1 

M - 1.3 

All <3 therefore O.K. 
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Check Shock: 

! 

Reference:   Goodyear Report GER-9680, Design Charts for Shipboard 
Weapon Stowage Systems, 

v«ax - 15 fps 

f - 2$ cps 

from figure 1 

no - 72 

do - 1.2 

np - 118g 

dr - 1.7U in. 

X-^L-5.76 
U.33 

shock Input 

Kd   - 1.U5 

(|l - .33 input damping 

-d- ■ .10 response danping 

Z(+) - .80 

Z(.) - 1.21^ 
(() - .3 

A(+)  - .027 

A(_) - .022 

Z(+) - .791 

Z(_) - 1.1U7 
ty - .33 

A(+) - .032 

A(.) - .025 

A(+) - .0305 

A(.) - .02la 

" - .0273 

"z - .969 

Acceleration on missile ■ 118 x .0273 -3.22 g 

Helativ» displacement across beams • 1.7li x .969 - 1,688 in. 

Stresses in Tray; 

The bending stressas in the tray are given by S - -SL 

Z(.) - 1   J  T 

8U5# 515# 
i 

llii3# 
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Find M maxlÄum for 3c < X < 98 
- 2 

M • llli3X - ~-~$k$ (x-56) 

ra-l-16214-B 

Ey trial and error, M ■«xlnum is fovmd to occur at X - TO" 

M max.  -6 ,030 in.-lba. 

S - 66o09 x 5-2 m 5530 unier static load (lg) @ 3.22g 
62 

S - 5530 x 3.22 -1 .300 lbs/in.2 

Stresses in Support Structur«; 

S - SL M - 3556X ♦^- 

X - 60» M - 217,860 in.-lbs. 

3556,? 

♦  I  M  t   t 
60" 

/ 

w-^o - 2.5 6o 
S - ^^-7860 x 3 .! ^ll0 ibs/in.2 under static diflection of .U926 in. 

36 

Under dynamic loading, stress is 18110 x i-~r - 62,000 lbs/in.2 

Previous analysis considered decks movins in same direction (in 
phase).    Consider now the decks being displaced in opposite directions 
(180° out of phase). 

■ t 

M Shock conditions give 1.688 in.  relative displacement.    Assume 2m. 

3556 lbs.  cai^es \ in. displacement.    Therefore, 2 in. displacement would cause 
3556 x U -lU,^'-; ibe. This applied at top and bottom of vertical members. 

S - £ -   i^H - 3720 lbs/in.2    < yield point 

Check buckling:    Consider distance along vertical members between horizontal 
rails. i 

Rail 

L 

T 
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Pcr .^S ,(3.lU) x^^l^xß.H   . 138,500 lbs.    >   anj foreseeable loading. 

The relati-re displacement across resilient beams is - 2 in.    The 
displacement between trays will be 2 x |-£||5 - 2 T. 15020 m .612 in.  - .7. 

Total displacement required ty magazine structure is 2 In. displacanent 
across top beams.   .612 x 5 ■ 3.06 in. displacement between each of k row» 
of trays,  ai.d 2 in.   displacement r.crocs bottcn beams.     7.5 ^n' adddticw»! 
displacement required under e' eck. , 

sss ///////—L 

Beams 

.612" -(typ.) 

Trays 

"^iön 

Shock and Vibration Vlhen Magazine Brcpty or With One Missile; 

Missile and Trays 
M   ,(576^)m? 

386 
14.76 

Tray U9011 

Support Structure 

Support Structure 

M2 - l.515 

Determine Natural Frequencies; 

K2 - 15020 

üU - K2 + K2L!K3 
MI        M2 

0J2 + Mi - 0 
M1H2 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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, K     1,9011 +  i^20xU9on| ^ + iioggkga - o U)U -   gT 1.^     J h. 76x1.515 

iJ* - U3329 & + 101900000 - 0 

Solve by quadratic fomula. 

^2    igyg i^hhsihooooo 

u>2 - U0817.5 

U)   - 202 rad/sec. 

- 32.2 cps 

U)   . JL- - • 217 
u37    32.2 

^L.ÜL. - 1.77 
^n     7.9 

M - U 

M - 1 

M - .U 

M - 1.3 

^     3272 
The magnification factor of U is high.    However, there has been 

speculation that the lower ship forcing frequency is 9 cps. 

Then J*   . 2—. . i.Ut for vhich M - 2.8. 
^     7.9 

Hay propose to put soft padding between trays to prevent excessive 

amplitudes« 

Shock; 

X - JL - 3.136 
7.97 

A(+) • .12 Z(+) - .78 A(+)    - .090 Z(+) - .78 0 - .3 (b- .U 
-   ^0 Zf_^ - .92 

*(-)" .08 
Z^-1.02   *'" M.)    -,069 *(-)-•* 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

A(+) - .111 Z(+) - .78 

A(.) - .077 Z(_) - .99 
^ -.33 

A -  .09)i 
^ - .33 

Z - .83$ 

I 
I 

Acceleration on missile ■ 118 x .09U ■ 11.1 g 

f Relative displacement across beama • 1.7U x .885 "1.3» in. 

Stresses in Tray: 

Fran, previove work the stress was found to be 5530 lba/in.2 under 
static load. 

Stress under 11 g is 5530 x 11 - 60,800 lbs/in.2 

Stresses in Support Structure; 

S ■ i-2 under static loading 
1 v-c2 

M - I572x ♦ ~ 

- (1572 x 60) ♦ 150 x ^2 
2 

- 90,000 in.-lbs. 

s .   99000x3 . 8250 ibs/ia,2   under static deflection. 
36 

P , 1 WL3 

5 El       8 El 
This deflection i8y-i^-*i^-   where W - total distributed load. 

1 x ^2x(60)3     + 1 x 1^(60)3       , lnt 

3     29xlOöxl8.17     8     29jcl063tl8.17 

under a deflection of 1. 5U in., the stress will be 8250 x h^L. . 57,000 lbs/in.2 

.2227 

Athwartship Shock and Vibration (full); 

Assume magazine  full and consider d^cks to move in phase.    Assume model 
to bet 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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v   Mass Support    ^ Mass Missile 
M2 ttass^D_^^ ^„d Trays 

K2 Support 
Structure 

K3 Tray 

TU.1-162U-B 

81. 

Asstme tray r -     - • 
under shock. 

-lo^^ 

lo 

8X.253 

Ad^ 

♦ (8x.25)  (9.63)2 

.22CK2.öU3        ♦ (2.0UX.22)  (Ö.Uß) 
—IT-~ 

.220xJ?£ + (.22QX.75)   (9.125)2 

,0^93 

^T2   

Deter^nejETil^n^^^ 

/lath A 

toAthwgtrtAE DiJecJ^Hl 

- 16337 im) 
V 62   / 

- 278,500 Ibo/in. 
ToUlK3-278,5a)x3-83^00lWin. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

CONFIDENTIAL 
Determine Spring Constant of Beams in Athwartshlp Direction; 

lath rear beaa - — bd^ - ^_ x 6 x (2)3 - U in. 

and i^x 3 x (2)3 - 2 in.1* 

Avg.  1-3 ln.u 

lath fwd beam - 1- x 5.5 x (2)3 - 3,66 In.1* 

and ^ x 3 x (2)3 - 2 in.1* 

Avg. I - 2.33 in.1* 

T - 2.91 in.1* thus     K2ath " Kg^rt  f^- 
V^rt 

- 7510   f-^gl \ 
18.17/ 

- 120U lbs/in. 

Total K2 - 2l;08 lbs/in.  (2 beams) 

Determine Nat viral Frequencies i 

UiU ^835000 +   2U08»835OO0"1 ul2 ♦ 8.35xlo8x2.U0B m 0 

Ll5.05 "   1.U9      J I5.05xl.li9 

W1* » 617U00W2 + 89300000 - 0 

U)2 . 617UOO t V38.O6U28XIO10 

U)2 . 218.5 

U)   - Hi. 7 imd/sec. 

■ 2.3U cps 

If trays are empty; 

617UOO t 616963 
2 

u)2 - 617181.5 

W  ■ 785.6 rad/sec. 

- 7.25.I cps 

U)U -   fS^OOO + 2U08^83500o1   ^2 + 8.35ä.o8x2.Uo6 . 0 
LU.76 1.U9      J CT53OT 

W^-736500 W2 ♦ 282,500,000 - 0 

U)2 . * 7^6500 11/5140.870,000.60) 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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W2 - 531 u)2 - 735969 

ü   - 23 rad/sec. 10  - 857 rad/sec. 

- 3.66 cps - 136,5 cps 

It ahoud be kept in ndnd that the above figures are based on the 
assunptioji that the ends of the rollers are rigidly attached to the rails. 
In practice the r llo.-sare supposed to be flree to roll under shock.    This 
would tend to reduce the acceleration felt by the trays.    However, based on 
the rigid attachments, the accelerations are obtained with the aid of the 
Goodyear Report. 

W " 7.5 fps 

f - 30 cps 

From figure (l) n0 - U3 K^- 1,6U 

do • .U6 Kd ■ 1«U5 

Dp - U3 x 1.6U - 70.5 g 

dr - ,U6 x 1.U5 - .667 in. 

A - W- - 30     - 8.19 
a)n     3.66 

A(+) - ,017 Z(+) - .7Ö\     i A(+) • .015 Z(+) - .70) 
f   H* ■ .3 y (b - .U 

A(.) - .Olh Z(_) - 1.3J A(.) - .013 Z(.) - 1   J 

A(+) - .016U Z(+) - .78 1 
>       (^ - .33 

A(_) - .0137 Z(_) - 1.2  J 

A - .0150 

Z - .99 

Acceleration on missile - 70.5 x ,0150 ■ 1.06 g 

Relative displacement across beams - .66 in. 1 

Deflection of trays is .66 x K bean - .66 x   2tt08   - .00287 in. (negligible) T 
K tray 835500 

Bending Stresses in Trayt « 

S - Ä x 1.06 - t6000*}0 x 1.06 - 662 lbs/in.2 

I 1058.5 

CONFIDENTIAL * 
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I 
I 

Stresses In Bean Structure: 

3556 lbs.  load in vertical direction yields deflection of .k9 in»    Apply same 

loading in athwartship direction.,    Deflection will be .U9 x —ZSdt - .1*9 x 
^th 

1212 m 3,059 In.    This will 
12Ck 

for 3c059 in deflection. 

cause stress of S - 5[ - 21.7860 x J- . 714,600 lbs/in.2 

I 2.91 

However,  fcr a .66 in. deflection, stress will be 7U,600 x 

16^.00 lbs/in.2   <^ yield point. 

Vibration (full)g 

.66 
3.059 

A 
3.66 

-1.91 
3»66 

Etepty: 

A - -L- - 2.865   M 
2.hh 

.2 
2.kh 

5.7U   M-^0 

For the high natural frequency, M -•- 1 

In addition to the frequencies obtained above, there will be a 
rocking ftrequency of the tray due to torsion.    This mode of vibration will be 
excited by the inertia force of the missile against the tray.    An estimate 
of the frequency was obtained from the relation. 

1    /KD fn - -±-.-./_        where K is a constant depending on the gecnetry of 
2TI V IL the section -7.2 

0 modulus of rigidity - 12 x I06 
1 mp.ss polar manent of ■'•»rtia - 217 
L length of beam - 53 la» 

After calculating these constants for a loaded tray fn -'13 cps in rotation. 

Fore and Aft Shock and Vibration; 

Consider vertical members as springs. 

I 
I 
I 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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LUU 

I 

sec.  A-A 
Ii"xli"  "H" beam 
frcm tables. 
Iy-y - 3.1i in.U 

Determine strength of vertical members under static load. 

The 2 vertical members of each of the 6 support structure assemblies 
carry     36 _ 6 missiles and trays;  2^ roller, 1.66 rails, and their own weight. 

6 

Weight of constituents 8160 
3U56 

U8 
3U0 
182 

12,186 

The load on each member will be: 

8160# 

7 Tray 

H 

6 missiles 
6 trays 
2U rollers 
1.66 rails 
dead weight 

^12,200 lbs. 

Rl • 71U3 lbs.  Including weight of other constituents.    Compression stress is 

1870 lbs/in.2. 

711i3-       - 
3.82 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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MK; 

However,  load Is applied eccentrically,  therfefore a moment of nagnitude 
711i3 x 2 ■ lli286 in/lba. results, *ore 2 in. ia the distance of the point of 
application fro a the center of the vertical member. 

S-^.M^.8U00 1b8/in.2 

3.1* 

Total stress is 8U00 ♦ 1870 - 10,270 lbs/in.2 

Unier 2.U g shock load, stress is 10270 x 2.1i - 214,610 lbs/in.2 

< Yield Point t/ierefore O.K. 

Deteraine Shock Responses 

Assume model 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Rigid Ship   / 
Structure     ^ 

Effective K 

K,   (beam) K2  (vert, monber) 

M 

Missile 
and 

Trays 

K1K2 

Ki+K2 

Determine Kg (Vertical Member) g 

Total weight is 12,200 lbs.    Therefore, if trays experienced a 1 g 
load in fore and aft direction,  a load of 12,200 would result.    Thus, for a 
representative loading, assume 12,000 lbs.  divided into U concentrated loads 
applied at the locations of the rails. 

T 
6000 # 

6000 # 

3000 # 

3000 # 

3000 # 

3000 # 

Applying, tua  ^flectitm formulas to fin^. the deflection at X - w ■ U2 in«, 
it is found that this   ^flection is S ■ 1.119 In. 

-I 12000 
1.119 

10,720 lbs/in. 

.1 -97- 
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Since there are 2 vertical members for each group of 6 trays, the effective K is 

K • 10720 x 2 - a^UO lbs/in. 

The total effective K is from page 97. 

K - 21UIQX300UO . l2SkQ lWin> 

2UiiiO+300UO 

Ihese vertical members will be strengthened by diagonals which will also 
ccntribute to the K.    Use K * 21fUQO Ibs/ii.. 

Shock: 

vmax - U f pa 

f - 30 ops 

no - 2li 

do - .25 

np - 39.6 g 

dr - .362 

K^- 1.65 

Kd - l.ht 

^■^si^-^^ 

30 
a>n    ITT 7.25 

Z(+) - .78 -> 

2(-) -1.27 
j 

(j) - .3 
A(4.)  - .022 

A(_) - .017 

A(+) • .0208 

A(_) • .0167 

Ä - .0138 

Z - .985 

Acceleration on missile • 39.6 x .0188 - .75 g 

Relative displacement - .362 x .985 - .357 in. 

Determine Stresses in Vertical Members: 

Z(+) - .78] 

Z(-) -i 
4) - .I 

p - .33 
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At . 71+ g,  the loading will be; 

htlOff 

U5lO# 

16 1 
16 

16 1 
16 1 
16) 

-    2255# 
22$% 

2259 

® X - ^ - U2 in. 

M • U510X - 225$ IX -1*) « 2255 (X-32) - 108,UOO in.-lba. 

s . Mjr . io^OQx2 . 6X700 lb8/ino2 
I 3.U 

Fore and aft with trays empty. 

• 6.99 cpe fn 'IM /H 
Vll. 2 

7.0 cps 

Acceleration on missile '•2.85 g, slightly high estimate. 

Relative displacement " ,k3h IB-I slightly high estimate. 

(3)    Conclusions 

While the arrangement appears feasible the approach 
is quite a contrast to methods in current usage.     It is felt that an extended 
test program would be required for the development of a proven system prior 
to its availability for shipboard installation.     For these reasons, the 
resiliently supported magazine is not recommended at tld.s time. 

VJI.    RECOMMENDATIONS 

The missiles in the system must be protected from high shock ind vibration. 
The GNO approved characteristics, Attack Aircraft Carrier,  (CVA-66) states 
that "Equipment and machinery required for combat operations shall be capable 
of withstanding shock loading of a severity approaching that which will cause 
significant hull damage."    While this is rather vague,  a major requirement, 
as specified,  is  for the mitigation of shock inputs defined on the Bureau of 
Ships curve for  surface vessels, in NAVSHIPS 253-U23-29.    These curves are 
applicable to 2nd platform CG, CLGj  CG(K),  oi main deck DD.    For a larger ship 
the inputs should be less.     The protection must be such that no excessive 
vibratory or shock farces are impressed upon the missile along any of its three 
major axes when the local primary structure is subjected to such inputs. 

TIAL 
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1/Jhile vertical accelerations . ir ■ ^ach forces on the order of 120 g's 
due to a ^ per cent dadoing coefficie.*.    it Is felt that such inputs applied to 
the »ircmft carrier magazine asse-l,,./ are unrealistic, because: 

1. Although the force due  '.o high damping is felt by the ships primary- 
structure, it is not necessarily an input by that structure to an assembly 
attached to it in one plane only and not itself intervening as primary structure. 

2. The application of such forces by the bulkheads to the longitudinals 
would not result in such an output by them to any object supported upon them 
at a distance from the bulkheads, due to yielding of those meirbers. 

3. The weight of an installation itself provides a certain amount of 
shock mitigation, as implied in SI-10. 

The net result of the necessary use of data available is reflected 
in excessive weight and complexity of installations.     Definite requirements, 
with realistic values, as a part of the ships specifications,  could probably 
result in a saving of weight,   space, and cost at many locations. 

V. 
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